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I. INTRODUCTION 
This report is designed to be used In conjunction with NASA CR-710 (Reference 1) 
to give the user sufficient Information so as to be capable of ut i l iz ing the NASA 
Performance Computer Code for Ax ia l Flow Turbines as modified at WANL. The 
modified code Is written entirely In FORTRAN IV for the CDC 6600 computer. But 
the code should be capable of being used with appropriate control cards on any 
computer having at least 32 K of core storage. 
The fol lowing sections of the report give: the appl icabi l i ty and modifications made 
from the original code, definit ions of the input and output nomenclature, a method for 
making the code input applicable for wet vapor turbines, suggestions for further possible 
future modif ications, three sample problems Il lustrating the usage of the code, a 
FORTRAN listing of the entire code, and control cards showing proper deck setup. No 
attempt is made to discuss the method of calculat ion of turbine performance or to give 
computer f low diagrams since these topics ore adequately covered In Reference (1). 
The modifications mode to the code do not signif icantly change the original program 
logic or capabi l i ty . These modifications for the most part were necessary to enable the 
code to accurately calculate wet vapor turbine performance. Ideal gas turbines can 
st i l l be analyzed as well as air breathing fossil fuel burning turbines for which the code 
was or ig inal ly primarily designed. 
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I I . INTENT OF CODE 
A. Appl icab i l i ty of Code and Limiting Assumptions 
The principal purpose of the original code as written by E. E. Flogg Is to provide a 
complete performance map of axial f low turbines suitable for use in air breathing fossil 
fuel f ired jet engines. In the process of accomplishing this end, the code calculates the 
two-dimensional bulk f low conditions fore and oft of the turbine rows. 
1. Description and Scope of Modif ied Code 
(a) Axia l f low turbines. 
(b) Up to 8 stages. 
(c) Up to 6 radial sectors (although only 5 ore usually used for 
reasons of symmetry). 
(d) Each sector is a quasi-one-dimensional element with the properties at 
the radial centers of these sectors being joined; u t i l i z ing simple radial 
equil ibrium at the stator and rotor exits. 
(e) Semi-perfect gas properties (gas constant and specific heat ratio) ore 
assumed and ore input at the entrance and exit of each blade row. 
Provision Is also made to simulate changes in gas flow rates at the 
entrance and exit of each blade row. Energy balance effects ore 
simulated by changing the values of the gas constant and specific heat 
rat io. 
(f) The turbine geometry may be either input as a passage distributed area 
(SPA and RPA)* or as effective exit vector flow angles (SDEA and RDEA). 
* Nomenclature defined In Section l l l - A of this report. 
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The assumption that the effective exit flow angles are approximately 
equal to the design blade exit angles is usually va l i d . Mandatory Inputs 
are the diameters of the root (DR) and t ip (DT) for the entrance and exit 
of each blade row and the stator and rotor design Inlet angles (SDIA and 
RDIA) for each of the radial sectors. 
(g) Even though there are two subroutines (L0SS 1 and L0SS 2) which are 
capable of calculat ing losses by a total pressure loss coefficient method, 
the values for the coefficients of the series expansion are not generally 
known. See page 11 of NASA CR-710. The standard method Is to input 
the values of optimum recovery coefficients for stator and rotor (SREC and 
RREC) together wi th exponents to be used in the event of both negative 
and positive (EXPN and EXPP) incidence. See page 10 of NASA CR-710 
for equations used. 
(h) Separate cases may be run for various turbine speeds by merely changing 
the RPM and Indicating that is a change case (STGCH = 0.0). 
(I) The FORTRAN IV code calculates a performance map for the cose of a 
given turbine at a particular RPM by in effect varying the exit back 
pressure. The output for each " I terat ion" ( I .e. , value of back pressure) 
gives flow rates, veloci t ies, f low angles, temperatures, pressures, densities, 
Mach numbers, eff iciencies, and work done both for on overall stage output 
and also row-by-row output for each of the radial sectors. An exact choke 
point is found during the calculat ion of the performance map and the 
turbine bock pressure is ef fect ively further reduced until the discharge 
annulus area is choked at the pitchl lne sector (assuming AACS = 1.0). A 
single performance point can be obtained by simply setting al l pressure 
ratio Increments (DELC, DELL, and DELA) to zero. This Is the usual case 
when f ixed operating conditions ore known at design. 
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(j) The gas flow at the entrance to the first stator is assumed to have uniform 
radial temperature, pressure, and veloc i ty . The flow is further assumed to 
be exactly al igned with the turbine axial direction ( i .e. , no tangential 
veloci ty component). 
B. Modif ications to Code 
As stated previously, as or ig inal ly programmed the code was principal ly Intended for 
analysis of JP-4 burning, air breathing jet engines. Internal to the code Is a subroutine 
for calculat ing the thermodynamic properties of reacted JP-4-air mixtures. It also had a 
capabi l i ty to input thermodynamic properties which was extended as required by the method 
used In determining the performance of wet vapor turbines. It was decided that the thermo-
dynamic properties fore and aft of each blade row would be Inputed In terms of repre-
sentative values for the particular working f luid and its state. The variables to be input 
would be the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure to that at constant volume and 
Boyles and Charles Law gas constant. The internals of the program are then used to the 
calculate effective specific heat and various other effective thermodynamic properties. 
The fol lowing modifications were made in the code: 
!• Wherever the Boyles and Charles gas law constant RG appeared In the code, it 
was replaced by a two-dimensional variable RV ( I , K) with proper choice of 
axial blade position I and stage number K to correspond to the location In the 
turbine for which the calculat ion is being performed. 
2. A change was made in the Input NAME LIST format to al low reading in of a 
variable RV. Also a modif ication was made to read In reference values for the 
gas constant, temperature, pressure, and specific heat ratio al l at standard sea 
level conditions. Formerly the code contained these values for air Internally in 
a DATA statement. But since gases other than air w i l l be used. It was thought 
useful to Include a capabil i ty for inputing these values for each case rather than 
requiring a recompllatlon whenever a different working f lu id was used. 
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The output was expanded to print out the values for the f low, y (ratio of specific 
heats), gas constant, and RWG (the ratio of the flow at a particular station to 
turbine inlet f low). To Insure that these variables were being properly handled 
wi th in the code, decreasing values of y , RV, and RWG were fed in . The output 
was found to be consistent after a slight change in the logic. 
Since values for y and RV are now fed in for al l coses, the subroutines to 
calculate y , RG, and C 's ore superfluous since they would never be cal led 
upon. If by inadvertently omitt ing the inputing of y and/or RV and subsequently 
a subroutine for calculat ing its value is entered, then on error message was added 
which would print out the words "SUBR0UTINE ( ) HAS BEEN CALLED U P 0 N " 
fol lowed by a string of asterisks so that attention would be Immediately drown to 
the error. The ( ) Is f i l led in by the name of the subroutine being cal led. 
After the error message is printed out, the calculation Is al lowed to proceed using 
properties for air , water, and JP-4 fue l . 
On page 193 of NASA CR-710 the statement: 
21 PTP(I, K + 1) = PTBAR (K) * ((TTRA ( I , K)/TTBAR (K) )** E 3 ST2A 153 
was found to be incorrect and should read: 
21 PTP(I, K + 1) = PTBAR (K) * (TT2A ( I , K)/TTBAR (K)) * * E 3 
On page 208 of NASA CR-710 the statement: 
ASOH = SORT (GAM ( l , K ) * G * RG * STTSO(L) ) INST 175 
was found to be incorrect and should read: 
ASOH = SORT (GAM (1,K) * G * RG * STTSO(L) ) 
Any cards from the original code which hod to be removed rather than modified 
were denoted by a comment card with the words "CARD DELETED" followed by 
a string of asterisks. 
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8. As an aid in debugging a computer run, on option was added to al low the printout 
of when entry and exit was made from each subroutine. This enables the user to 
examine the program logic as an aid in determining where discrepancies occur. 
This option is not recommended for other than debugging runs since a large amount 
of output results. 
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III. NOMENCLATURE FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT OF MODIFIED CODE 
A. Input Definit ions* 
1. "TRUE" or "FALSE" cord depending on whether or not a l isting of when an 
entrance and exit is mode from each subroutine is desired. This card Is Inputed 
only once per cose. 
2. Two heading cords of 60 characters each inputed only once per case. 
3. Constants Inputed only once per case: 
Code Nome Defini t ion 
STAGE * * Stage ident i f icat ion number 
STGCH Flag indicat ing whether fo l lowing data is for the 
basic cose (1.0) or for a change cose (0.0) 
TTIN Turbine inlet total temperature 
PTIN Turbine Inlet total pressure 
WAIR Water to air rat io (not used in modified code); 
should be input as 0.0 
FAIR Fuel to air ratio (not used in modified code); 
should be input as 0.0 
FTPS Pitchllne pressure ratio (total to static) across first 
stator for 0 ca lcu lat ion. This ratio Is incremented 
by DELC, DELL, or DELA for next calculation 
DELC First try at Increment to PTPS 
DELL Increment to PTPS after first stator has cr i t ical f low 
and also when choke Iteration Is complete 
DELA Increment to PTPS when last rotor is choked 
STG Number of stages in turbine (8 maximum) 




Refer to Standard Option Input Sheet (page 11). 
Must be input every time new stage data is read In. 
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Code Nome Definit ion 
EXPN Exponent of cosine term for negative incidence used in 
calculat ing on inlet recovery factor (see page 10 of 
Reference 1) 
EXPP Exponent of cosine term for positive incidence used in 
calculat ing on inlet recovery factor (see page 10 of 
Reference 1) 
PAF Profile averaging fork (either 0.0, 1.0, or 2.0); gives the 
next stage Inlet conditions for either: uniform (0.0) at the 
average value of the preceding stage, or the radial sector 
profiles (1.0) of pressure and temperature of the preceding 
stage, or a third option which keeps the exit total tem-
perature radial prof i le and "smooths" (2.0) the exit total 
pressure prof i le from the preceding stage 
SLI Stage loss indicator (0.0 means that recovery, ef f ic iency, 
and f low coefficients ore inputed for each stage; 1.0 
means that they are Inputed only once and ore assumed 
constant throughout the turbine) 
AACS Discharge annulus area choke stop which is the maximum 
l imit for the turbine exit axia l Mach number at the p i t ch -
line sector. This code w i l l continue to decrease the bock 
pressure unti l this l imit is reached (assuming DELC, DELL, 
and DELA f 0.0) 
RPM Turbine speed 
VCTD Vector diagram Interstage output (either 0.0 for overall 
stage performance output only or 1.0 for row-by-row 
sector performance In addit ion to overall stage output' 
printout) 
RSL Gas constant at sea level standard conditions 
TSL Standard temperature at sea level = 518.688 
PSL Standard pressure at sea level = 14.696 
GAMSL Specific heat ratio at sea level standard conditions 
ENDSTG 0.0 If more stage data to fo l low; 1.0 if lost stage data 
has been read In 
ENDJ0B 0.0 if more cases to fo l low; 1.0 if a l l data for a l l cases 
has been input 
PCNH Percent station height distribution (example: if 5 equal 
(in height) radial sectors were desired, then PCNH = 0.2, 
0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2) 
Units 
RPM 




4. Ax ia l station Input for each stage (stations 0, 1, l A , 2, and 2A) 
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Specific heat ratio 
Diameter of root or hub of turbine 
Diameter of t ip of turbine 
Ratio of station flow to turbine inlet flow 
Units 
ft lb/lb °R 
In 
In 
5. Stator radial distributions for each stage (hub to t ip sectors) 
Code Name Definit ion 
SDIA Stator design Inlet angle 
SDEA Stator effect ive exit f low angle — should not be 
input i f SPA Is Input 
SREC Stator optimum recovery coeff icient (V ) 
•^  ' sr 
SETA Stator eff ic iency coeff icient (V ) 
SCF Stator flow coeff icient (C^ ) 
fs 
SPA Stator passage area per unit height — should not 
be Input if SDEA Is Input 
SESTH * Stator ratio of exit blade height to throat height 
Units 
( from axis) 
( from axis) 
in / i n 
Only a single value is input. 
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6. Rotor radial distributions for each stage (hub to t ip sectors) 
Code Name Defini t ion Units 
RDIA Rotor design in let angle ( from axis) 
RDEA Rotor effect ive exit f low angle — should not be ( from axis) 
input if RPA Is input 
RREC Rotor optimum recovery coeff icient {"^ ) 
RETA Rotor eff iciency coeff ic ient ('7 ) 
RCF Rotor flow coeff icient (C, ) 
. . . 2 
RPA Rotor passage area per unit height — should not be In / i n 
input if DREA is input 
RTF Rotor test factor used to represent the non-uniform 
work extraction due to blade end effects 
RERTH * Rotor ratio of exit blade height to throat height 
Only a single value is input. 
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TURBINE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
STANDARD OPTION 
INPUT SHEET 
Start Al l Input Cords in Column 2 
Subroutine Entry and Exit Listing Option (TRUE or FALSE) 
Name (Comment Information) 



































STA. 0 STA. 1 
INLET RADIAL PROFILE 
AXIAL STATIONS 
STA. 1A STA. STA. 2A 
ROOT 




















ROTOR RADIAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
PITCH TIP 
ENDSTG=1.0 IF LAST CASE 
ENDJ0B=1.O IF LAST STAGE 
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B. Output Definit ions 
1. Station Nomenclature 
The axial station numbers (0, 1, l A , 2, and 2A) fol lowing a parameter refer to the fol lowing 
designations: 
Station Number 










Next Stage Stator Inlet 
Also see Figure IV-1 on page 21 for further c lar i f icat ion of terminology. 
In the stage and overall performance output printout several parameters are given in terms 
of the equivalent parameter referenced to standard sea level conditions. This provides a 















Defini t ion 
Stage overage inlet total temperature 
Stage overage inlet total pressure 
Stage inlet total weight f low 
Stage enthalpy drop (energy output) 
Stage corrected weight f low function 
Stage energy function 
Stage corrected speed 
Stage total to total ef f ic iency 
Stage total to static eff ic iency 
Stage total to axial total eff ic iency 

















W G 1 
PS lA 
TTR l A 
PTR lA 















Defini t ion 
Stage overage total to total pressure rat io 
Stage overage total to pi tchl ine static 
pressure ratio 
Rotor exit relat ive total to static pressure ratio 
at pi tchl ine 
Stage overage total to total temperature ratio 
Rotor inlet pi tchl ine relat ive total to stage 
inlet overage total temperature ratio 
Stator exit total weight f low 
Rotor Inlet static pressure at pitchl ine 
Rotor inlet relat ive total temperature at pitchl ine 
Rotor inlet relat ive total pressure at pi tchl ine 
Rotor inlet total weight flow 
Rotor exit static pressure at pitchl lne 
Stage exit overage total temperature 
Stage exit overage total pressure 
Rotor exit total weight f low 
Next stage stotor inlet total weight flow 
Wheel speed to Isentropic veloci ty ratio at 
pi tchl ine 
Root wheel speed to pi tchl lne Isentropic 
veloci ty ratio 
Kinet ic energy loading parameter at pi tchl ine 
Kinet ic energy loading parameter at root 
Reaction ratio at pi tchl lne 
Reaction ratio at root 
Stator inlet gas angle at pi tchl ine 
Stator inlet Incidence angle at pitchl ine 































Def in i t ion 
Rotor inlet incidence angle at pi tchl ine 
Next stage stator inlet gas angle at pi tchl ine 
Rotor root turning angle 
Stotor exit Mach number at pitchl ine 
Stator ex i t Mach number at root 
Rotor inlet relat ive Mach number at pi tchl ine 
Rotor inlet relat ive Mach number at root 
Rotor exit relat ive Mach number at pi tchl ine 
Rotor exit relat ive Mach number at t ip 
Stage equivalent energy, corrected to standard 
inlet cr i t ica l conditions 
Stage equivalent speed, corrected to standard 
in let cr i t ica l conditions 
Stage equivalent f low, correct to standard 








3. Overal l Turbine Performance Parameters 
Symbol Defini t ion 
PSI P Overal l k inet ic energy loading parameter 
at pi tchl ine 
PSI R Overal l k inet ic energy loading parameter at root 
DEL H Overal l enthalpy drop (energy output) 
WRT/P Turbine inlet corrected weight flow function 
N/RT Turbine inlet corrected speed 
DELH/TTIN Overal l energy function 
PT0/PTBAR2 Overal l overage total pressure ratio 
PT0/PS2 Overal l total to static pressure ratio at pi tchl lne 
PTO/PAT2A Overa l l total to axial total pressure ratio 















Defini t ion Units 
Overal l total to total ef f ic iency 
Overal l total to static eff ic iency 
Overal l total to axial total eff iciency 
2 
Turbine inlet equivalent flow-speed parameter lb/sec 
Turbine Inlet equivalent speed, corrected to RPM 
standard inlet cr i t ica l conditions 
Overal l equivalent energy, corrected to BTU/lb 




















•Stage Radiol Sector Performance Parameters 
Defini t ion Units 
Diameter of mid-points of radial sectors at 
stator inlet 
Total temperature at stator inlet 
Total pressure at stator inlet 
Gas angle (with respect to axial direction) 
at stator inlet 
Incidence angle at stator inlet 
Gas veloci ty (composed of tangential and axial ft/sec 
components) at stator Inlet 
Tangential gas veloci ty at stator inlet ft/sec 
Axia l gas veloci ty at stator inlet ft/sec 
Static temperature at stator Inlet R 
Static pressure at stator inlet psia 
3 Static density at stator inlet lb / f t 
Mach number at stator Inlet 
Specific heat at constant pressure at BTU/lb R 
station Inlet 
Gas constant at stator inlet ft l b / l b R 
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Symbol 
G A M G O 
RWGO 















G A M G 1 
RWG 1 




BETA l A 
Definition 
Ratio of specific heats at stator inlet 
Ratio of station f low to turbine inlet f low 
(by def in i t ion this must be 1.0 at the first 
stator inlet of turbine) 
Weight f low at stator inlet 
Diameter of mid-points of radial sectors 
at stator ex i t 
Gas angle (with respect to axial direction) 
at stator exi t 
Gas turning angle (a + a , ) 
o 1 
Gas veloci ty (composed of tangential and 
axia l components (at stator ex i t 
Tangential gas veloci ty at stator exit 
Ax ia l gas veloc i ty at stator ex i t 
Static temperature at stator exi t 
Static pressure at stator exi t 
Static density at stator exit 
Mach number at stator exi t 
Zwei fe l parameter, incompressible 
Stator pressure coeff ic ient, incompressible 
Specific heat at constant pressure at stator exi t 
Gas constant at stator exi t 
Ratio of specific heats at stator exit 
Ratio of stator exi t f low to turbine inlet f low 
Weight flow at stator exit 
Diameter of mid-points of radial sectors at 
root inlet 
Relative total pressure at rotor inlet 
Relative total temperature at rotor inlet 









Ib / f t ^ 
BTU/lb R 










RU l A 
MR l A 
U lA 
PS l A 
TS lA 
CP l A 
RG lA 


















Defini t ion 
Incidence angle at rotor inlet 
Relative gas veloci ty at rotor inlet 
Relative gas tangential veloci ty at rotor inlet 
Relative Mach number at rotor inlet 
Wheel speed at rotor inlet 
Static pressure at rotor inlet 
Static temperature at rotor inlet 
Specific heat at constant pressure at rotor inlet 
Gas constant at rotor inlet 
Ratio of specific heats at rotor inlet 
Ratio of rotor inlet f low to turbine inlet f low 
Weight f low at rotor inlet 
Diameters of mid-points of radial sectors 
at rotor exi t 
Relative total pressure at rotor exit 
Relative total temperature at rotor exit 
Relative gas angle at rotor exit 
Gas turning angle ( fii » + /5^) 
Relative gas veloc i ty at rotor exit 
Relative tangential gas veloci ty at rotor exit 
Relative Mach number at rotor exit 
Wheel speed at rotor exi t 
Reaction 
Enthalpy drop (energy output) 
Kinet ic energy loading parameter 
Total to total eff ic iency 
Total to static eff ic iency 




























R G 2 
G A M G 2 
RWG 2 


















Defini t ion Units 
Zweifel parameter, incompressible 
Rotor pressure coeff ic ient , incompressible 
Static pressure at rotor exi t 
Static temperature at rotor exit 
Specific heat at constant pressure at rotor exit 
Gas constant at rotor ex i t 
Ratio of specific heats at rotor exit 
Ratio of rotor exit f low to turbine inlet f low 
Weight f low at rotor ex i t 
Total pressure at in let to next stator 
Total temperature at in let to next stator 
Gas veloci ty (composed of tangential and axial 
components) at inlet to next stator 
Tangential gas ve loc i ty at in let to next stator 
Gas angle (with respect to axial direction) at 
in let to next stator 
Axial Mach number at inlet to next stator 
Axial gas veloci ty at inlet to next stator ft/sec 
Static temperature at in let to next stator R 
Static pressure at in let to next stator psia 
3 
Static density at in let to next stator l b / f t 
Mach number at inlet to next stator 
Specific heat at constant pressure at in let BTU/lb R 
to next stator 
Gas constant at inlet to next stator ft l b / l b R 
Ratio of specific heats at inlet to next stator 
Ratio of f low at inlet to next stator to turbine 
inlet f low 
BTU/lb R 







W G 2 A Weight f low at inlet to next stator Ib/ i sec 
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IV. METHOD FOR CALCULATION OF MODIFIED 
PARAMETERS FOR WET VAPOR TURBINES 
A. Assumptions Used and Development of Equations for Modif ied Parameters 
In wet vapor turbines since there exists two distinct phases (gas and l iquid), the usual ideal 
thermodynamic relationships which are va l id for gas turbines are not directly appl icable. 
The approach used to determine the performance of wet vapor turbines Involved making a 
minimum of changes In the code but required modifying the Input data appropriately to 
closely simulate the thermodynamic processes of a turbine operating within the saturation 
dome of a T-S (temperature-entropy) diagram. The fol lowing method was derived and gives 
(2) good agreement with the results from the WSD 2-D code as run by Fentress 
In order to arrive at a consistent set of relat ively simple relationships, the fol lowing 
assumptions were made: 
1. The Inlet hub and t ip diameters for a given blade row are assumed equal to the 
exit hub and t ip diameters from the preceding blade row. The same assumption 
holds true for the modified parameters y*, -q*, and R*. The superscript * indicates 
that It Is a modified value for specific heat rat io, blade eff ic iency, and gas 
constant. 
2. A l l ineff iciencies are assumed to be lumped Into the single blade eff iciency 
parameter»?*. This Includes such Items as Incidence and exit losses and flow 
coefficients. Consequently EXPP = EXPN = 0.0, SREC = RREC = 1.0, 
SCF = RCF = 1.0, RTF - 1.0, and SESTH = RERTH = 1.0. The definitions of these 
computer code terms may be found In Section l l l - A . 
3. The exit gas flow angle from each blade row Is taken to be equal to the exit 
blade angle. Therefore, actual blade exit angles (SDEA and RDEA) are Input 
rather than distributed passage areas (SPA and RPA). 
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4. Since a l l energy changes are accounted for In the calculat ion of the modified 
parameters, there Is no need to take Into consideration the decrease In the gas 
f low rate due to condensation effects. Consequently RWG = 1.0. 
5. Radiol variations In y * , "7* , and R* are assumed to be negl ig ible. 
In applying the fo l lowing formulas to determine the modified values of R*, y*, and ' '7*, 
care must be exercised to obtain the proper relative velocity either entering or leaving 
a blade row. See Figure IV-1 for c lar i f icat ion of the station terminology used In the 
example potassium turbine. The Ini t ia l values for static temperatures, pressures, specific 
volumes, and veloci t ies are obtained from previous 1-D calculations. Definitions of the 
nomenclature used are given In Section IV-B. 
FIFTH STAGE 
0 T 
^^^ ''so "SO 
R* = . (1) 
SO 
'° ^ ^ _ ^ o ( W '^^  
v^ 
0 y* 0 
P* 
TO 
PTPS = - ^ (4) 
SI 
^ ^^ ^Sl ^ 1 














^TO • ^Sl 




^ n A = ^T l 
lA 
lA 
= R^  
144 P V 





, , ( ' - lA - ' ) ('^ U " ^2 - ^ 1 A ) 
SIA 2a Y*, . R* . 23 1", A «*1A 
SIA 
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The remainder of the expressions for the modified parameters for the rest of the sixth stage 
are the same as those In Equations (8) through (20). For turbines wi th more than two stages, 
the same relationships are repeated for each succeeding stage. Since there is a signif icant 
amount of hand calculations involved in obtaining the modified parameters, a small com-
puter program could be written to punch out these values In a format compatible wi th the 
input to the modified NASA turbine code. 
















Defini t ion 
Root diameter 
Tip diameter 
Gravitat ional acceleration (32.2) 
Static pressure 
Total pressure 





Gas veloci ty 
Specific volume 
Ratio of specific heats 
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V. POSSIBLE FUTURE MODIFICATION TO CODE 
With the advent of the CDC 6600 computer and its 65 K core (as compared to the 
IBM 7094 and its core of 32 K) , i t is possible to expand the maximum number of 
radial sectors to greater than 6 and the maximum number of stages to exceed 8. 
Of course computer run times would be longer and a different method of printing 
out data would have to be used. 
The code could be changed so as to iterate to a desired exit pressure condition 
automatical ly by comparing the overage turbine exit total pressure with that 
desired. If the difference between the exit total pressures were not within some 
given tolerance, the first stator pressure ratio PTPS would be adjusted accordingly. 
Non-uniform turbine Inlet radial distributions In pressure, temperature, and 
ve loc i ty could be achieved by inputing such quantities. The assumption in the 
code OS presently programmed is that the inlet radial distributions are uniform. 
25 
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APPENDIX I 
SAMPLE PROBLEMS ILLUSTRATING USE OF CODE 
A. NASA Reference Two-Stage Gas Turbine (5 Radiol Sectors) 
1. Comparison of Results 
The sample problem given In NASA CR-710 was run both on the IBM 7094 (II) and 
CDC 6600 computer. The data output from both machines was in exact agreement to at 
least the sixth significant f igure. The minor discrepancies noted were thought to be due 
to the difference in the number of signif icant places carried In the respective machines. 
It was found that the sample problem data output given in NASA CR-710 did not exactly 
correspond to that report's data input. When the data input was appropriately changed, 
the subsequent output was In substantial agreement (at least to the fourth significant place) 
with that given In NASA CR-710. No explanation can be given at this time as to why 
there was not agreement to at least the sixth place. But i t Is fel t that the agreement Is 
more than adequate to satisfy engineering cr i ter ia. 
2. Data Input 
TURBiNt COMPLTER PROGRAM 
^ASA TWO STAGE REFERENCE TURBINE 
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3. Listing of Data Output 
NASA TURBINE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
KASA TWO STAGE REFERENCE TURHINE 
1.00 5041 -8 DEG. LOSS PROFILE .98 .9*6. .977 .90, 
CASE 1. 0 
STAGE PERFORMANCE 
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3. Output Data (cor;tinued) 
NASA TURBINE COMPUTES PROGRaM 
NASA T»iO STAGE REFERENCE TURBINE 
1,00 5041 -8 DEG. LOSS PROFILE .98 .946, ,977 .90, 
CASE i. 0 
INTEP-STAGE PERFORMANCE 
































































































































































































































43,61168 TOTAL FLOW 
43,61168 TOTAL FLOW 
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3. Output Data (continued) 
NASA TUfiblNE COKt-UTEW PROGRAM 
NASA T » 0 STAGE REFERENCE T U R B I N E 
1 , 0 0 5 0 * 1 - 8 [1E6, LOSS PROFILE . 9 b , 9 * 6 , , 9 7 7 . 9 0 , 



































































































































































































































































. 9 A 7 5 ? 
.8->?J6 


















































































43.61166 TOTAL FLOW 
*3.61166 TOTAL FLOW 
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3. Output Data (continued) 
NASA TURBINE COMPUTER PROGRaM 
NASA TWO STAGE REFERENCE TURBINE 
1.00 5041 -8 DEG. LOSS P R C F I L E .98 .9*6, .977 .90, 





































































































































































































































43.61166 TOTAL FLOw 
43,61164 TOTAL FLOW 
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3, Output Data (continued) 
NASA TUfieiNE C O K F U T E H PROGRAM 
NASA T*0 STAGE REFERENCE TURH I N E 
1.00 50*1 -H DEG. LOSS PROFILE .98 ,9*6, ,977 .90( 
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B. Wet-Vapor Potassium Turbine* (5 Radiol Sectors) 
1. Calculat ion of Modif ied Parameters 
Using the equations given in Section IV, the values for the modified parameters (given in 
Table I B-1) were calculated by hand and used as data input to the modified NASA turbine 
code. Only the 5th and 6th stages are analyzed and correspond to stages 1 and 2 In the 
output l ist ing. 
2. Comparison of Results from Modif ied NASA Code and WSD Code 
Table I B-2 shows a comparison of the results between the 1-D and 2-D codes from WSD 
and the NASA code using the modified parameters. The tota l - to-stat ic pressure ratio 
(PTPS) across the first stator was adjusted unt i l the turbine exi t conditions were identical 
to those obtained in the Steam Division codes. The modified parameters were assumed to 
remain constant during the small changes in PTPS. Unfortunately, a completely consistent 
set of input data was impossible to be obtained from either Table I or Table II of Reference 
(2) or a combination of the two. The difference in the 2-D blade angle distribution from 
that used in the 1-D calculat ion is most l ike ly the primary reason that the jet velocit ies 
at the mean diameters are not in better agreement. 
Figures I B-1 and I B-2 show the slight differences in the angles used in Fentress 2-D 
calculations and those used as input to the NASA code 2-D analysis. Figure I B-3 shows 
the good agreement between the turbine exit jet velocit ies as calculated by both codes. 
In Figure I B-4, there is also good agreement wi th the static pressure distributions from the 
5th stator ex i t . 
It is therefore concluded that i f one performs a hand solution (or uses an appropriate 
computer code) for a 1-D turbine analysis, then this method of using modified y, R, and "^ 
parameters with the NASA code w i l l give a va l id and thermodynomlcally consistent 
two-dimensional analysis of a turbine operating In the wet vapor region. 
* Described In Reference (2). 
1-8 
TABLE I B-1 

































2A 5.04 8.28 30.689 1.16607 
0 5.04 8.28 30.689 1.16607 — 
1 4.88 8.62 30.828 1.1447 0.94752 
lA 4.88 8.62 30.828 1.1447 
2 4.60 9.10 30.763 1.1637 0.8155 
2A 4.60 9.10 30.763 1.1637 
1-9 
TABLE IB-2 
COMPARISON OF POTASSIUM TURBINE DATA AT MEAN DIAMETER 
Blade Row 
Exit CondiHons 
Blode height (inch) 
Mean diameter (inch) 
Flow ongle (degree) 
Static pressure (psia) 
Static temperature ( R) 
iFlow rate (lb/sec) 
Jet velocity (ft/sec) 
Gamma 
Gas constant ( f t / R) 
Efficiency Coefficient 
for Blade Row 
® 1 - D 
Fourth Rotor 
NASA 
























































































































































xth Rotor i 
NASA % 1 





















(1) From Reference (2) 
(2) Using modified NASA Code (5 radial sectors) 
Terms in porentheses ore from ^* 2-D code. See Reference (2) 
Flow angles are with respect to oxial direction 
* Indicotes NASA code input data. 
sa|6uy 41x3 apD|g J04D45 LJ49 -[-q \ 9jn6i-j 
o o 
M CO 
S3HDNI - !13i3WVia 
SZB SS8 SC'8 Sl'8 S6 Z m SS Y SG Y SI Y S6 9 SZ 9 SS 9 SE 9 SI 9 S6 S S/S SSS SES SIS S6 > 9it 
T T 
S319NV JTldNI Q-Z VSVN = • 
S319NV a-2 aSM = O 
319NV a-1 aSM = V 
















A= WSD 1-D ANGLE 
®= WSD 2-D ANGLE 





















4.25 4.50 4.75 5.00 5.25 5.50 5.75 6.00 6.25 6.50 6.75 7.00 7.25 7.50 7.75 8.00 8.25 8.50 8.75 9.00 9.25 
DIAMETER - INCHES 
Figure I B-2. 6th Rotor Blade Exit Angles 




S3HDNI - a3i3V\Via 
SZ-6 006 SZ'8 0S8 SZ'8 008 SZY OSY SZY OOY SZ'9 OS'9 SZ'9 009 SZS OSS SZS OOS SZ'> OS'f SZ'^ 
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A = WSD 1-D 
O = WSD 2-D 




4 75 4 95 5 15 5 35 5 55 5 75 5 95 6 15 6 35 6 55 6 75 6 95 7 15 7 35 7 55 7 75 7 95 8 15 8 35 8 55 8 75 
DIAMETER - INCHES 
M M 
o n 
Figure I B-4. 5th Stator Exit Static Pressure 
3. Data Input 
TUHHiNt COMPLTtR PHOGR*" 
TWO STAGF. POTASSIUM T U H R I N E 


















































INLET RADIAL PROFILES 
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4. Listing of Data Output 
NASA TURBINE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
TWO STAGE POTASSIUM TURBINE 
PIVE RADIAL SECTORS 
CASE 2. 0 
STAGE PERFORMANCE 
STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 
TTBAR 0 2067.3 1955.fl 
PTBAR 0 3e.e2fl 23.5e4 
WG 0 5),758 5.7i:8 
DEL H 32.P71 17.9b4 
*RT/P 6.7*3 10.Pe5 
O H / T T B A R O .01590 .00918 
N/RT 527.849 542.(.tt7 
ETA TT .82986 .82761 
ETA TS .73329 .71650 
ETA AT .80877 .82531 
PTO/PSl 1.377 1.205 
PTRAR0/PTBAR2 1.651 1.331 
PTBAR0/PS2 1.768 1.3S3 
PTR2/PS2 1.396 1.219 
TT8AR2/TTBAR0 .94606 .96900 
TTPIA/TTHARO .97296 .9H3e9 
W6 1 5.758 5.758 
PS lA 26.198 19.ASS 
TTR lA 2011.4 1924.3 
PTR lA 30.472 20.5^0 
WG lA 5.758 5.758 
PS 2 21.963 16.eS2 
TTBAR 2 1955.8 1895.2 
PTBAR 2 23.524 17.6^6 
WG 2 5.758 5.758 
wG 2A 5.758 5.7!:H 
UP/VI .45953 .636S3 
UR/VI .35610 .443'i8 
PSI P .86799 .44324 
PSI R 1.44550 .91?£:3 
RX P .42914 .42qt,8 
RX fi .20904 .125fc0 
ALPHA 0 0.000 26.147 
I STATOfi 0.000 -.3'i3 
SETA lA 33.910 -1.5fc4 
I ROTOR .850 1.?'6 
ALPHA 2A 26.147 -6.951 
OBETA R 109.973 84.948 
w 1 .72584 .55860 
i-l RT .86583 .7n3l2 
wR lA .36920 .29968 
•^R1A RT .55090 .424i:9 
MR 2 .68866 .52969 
•'R2 TIP .75376 .65P43 
E/TH CR 39.397 23.242 
N/RTH Cfi 26274.6 27306.5 
wRTHCRE/C 1.H06 2.R'»3 
OVERALL PFRFORMANfE 
MSI P ,64847 PSI R 1.19809 PEL H 50.82569 
uRT/P 6.74307 N/RT 527.84874 D E L M / T T I N .02459 
HT0/PTeAR2 2.19659 PTQ/PSi 2,29RS7 PT0/PAT2A 2.20133 
FTA TT .83219 ETA TS ,7PR?4 ETA TAT .83138 
«NE/60C 791.002 N / H T H CR 2f-274.5f^5 E / T H CR 60.91617 
1-16 
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4. Output Data (continued) 
NASA TUfittlNE COff^UTER PROGRflM 
TWO STAGE POTASSIUM TURBINE 
FIVE RAUIAL SECTORS 
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4o Output Data (continued) 
NASA TURHINE CO^'^•UTEW PROGH4M 
Two STAGE POTASSIUM T U R H I N E 
f IVE RADIAL SECTORS 
CASE e. 0 
iNTER-STAGE PtRFORMANCE 
STA 0 STATOR INLET S T A C E 1. 
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I . 0 0 0 0 0 
1 .37946 
5.75839 TOTAL FLOw 
5.75839 TOTAL FLOW 
5.75839 TOTAL FLO-/ 
5.7^839 TOTAi_ FLOAI 
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4. Output Data (continued) 
NASA TURblNE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
JHO STAGE POTASSIUM TUHHiNE 
FIVE RADIAL SECTORS 
CASE 2. 0 
iNTER-STAGE PERFORMANCE 
(y!^ Astronuclear 



































































































































































































































1.38518 5.75840 TOTAL FLOW 
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4. Output Data (continued) 
NA5A TUfiHltNE CO^'^•UTE« PRDGRfl 
TWO STAGF POTASSIUN- TUHHINE. 
'^EflN DIAVFTtH CALCULATION 






























































0. n 0 0 
^47,396 
o.ooo 























3 0.'^ 4? 
1.14370 
1.00000 
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C. Wet-Vapor Potossium Turbine * (Meon Diameter Calculation) 
1. Comparison of Results 
The same modified parameters given in Table I B-1 are used in the one radial sector (mean 
diameter) ca lcu lat ion. The results are in good agreement vy i^th the 5 radial sector calculation 
as can be seen by comparing the calculated parameters at the mean diameter. In the single 
sector case the hub and t ip values are calculated assuming a free vortex distr ibut ion.** 
There is a slight inconsistency in the results in that P .^, 1-, p , and M for station 0 of the 
second stage are not identical to those at station 2A of the first stage. The discrepancies 
are small and thought not to be signi f icant. At this time there is no explanation for this 
anomaly. The output format for the mean diameter case is slightly different from that using 
5 radial sectors. 
2. Data Input 
TURBINE COMPtTER PROGRAM 
TWO STAGE POTASSIUM TURBINE 
•'EAN DlAf^ETER CALCULATION 
SDATATN 
STGCHs 1.000 
TTlNs 2067.300 PTIN= 38.828 WA1R= O.OOO FAIR= 0,000 
pTPSs 1.377 DELC= 0,000 DELL= 0.000 DELAS 0,000 
STGs 2.000 SECTS 1.000 EXPN= O.OOO EXPP= 0,000 
PAFs 1,000 SLI= 0.000 AACS= l.OOO RPM= 24000,000 
VCTUa 1,000 RSL= 37,600 TSL= I P O C O O O PSL= 11,200 
GAMSL* 1.618 ENDSTG= 0.000 ENQJORs O.OOO 
INLET RADIAL PROFILES 
PCNHs 1.000 0,000 0.000 0,000 0,000 0.000 
* 
* * 
Described in Reference (2) 
Assumes a constant axial ve loc i ty component 
1-21 
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3. Listing of Data Output 
NASA TURBINE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
TWO STAGE POTASSIUM TURBINE 
WEAN OlA^'ETEW CALCULATION 
CASE 3. 0 
STAGE PEHf^OHMANCE 















































































































































P<;T P .68107 PSI M 1,25831 OEL H 53.36050 
lll/p cMlol N/RT 527.8.874 D E L H / T T I N .02582 
:? ;PTBAR2 piaB^OP PTO/PS^ 2.39404 PT0/PAT2A 2.281 2 
CT« TT «-»ftl» ETA TS .79231 ETA TAT .83607 lllAoC I'^l'Ml NJRTH'CR 26274.585 E / T H C R 63.97818 
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3. Output Data (continued) 
NASA TURBINE C O M H U T E R PROGRAM 
TKO STAGE POTASSIUM T U H H I N E 
FIVE RADIAL SECTOMS 
CASE c. 0 
























































































































































































































































































































































































l.*6*H0 6.75839 TOTAL FLOW 
1-24 
3. Output Data (continued) 
NASA TURBINE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Two STAGE POTASSIUM TURBINE 
MEAN DIAMETER CALCULATION 
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3. Output Data (continued) 
NASA T U P B I N E COf/t-UTEP PPOGH/NMI 
TWO STAGE POTASSIUM T U H R I N E 
''EflM OIA^ETEP CALCULATION 
CASE 3, 0 



























































































































































3. Output Data (continued) 
NASA TUR8INE COMPUTER PR06RAH 
TWO STAGE POTASSIUM TURBINE 
MEAN DIAMETEM CALCULATION 
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APPENDIX II 
L I S T I N G O F CODE 
The asterisks in the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n columns (73—80) i nd i ca te tha t the card has been 
changed from the o r i g i n a l l i s t i ng g i ven In N A S A CR-710 . Most of the changes are In 
format statements so as to make the ou tpu t nomenc la tu re agree v\/ith the names o f program 
va r iab les used in the computer code . 
PROGRAM JIM (INPUT t0UTt'UT,TAPE5=lNPUT»TAPE6»0UTPUT) 
CNTCP NTCP nOl 
C NASA TUHttlNE PROGRAM NTCP 002 
C NTCP 003 
REAL MFSTOP NTCP n04 
LOGICAL PREVER.SRFLAG • » • • • • • • 
COM"ON SRFLAG • « » • • • • • 
COMMON /SNTCP/G»AJ.PRPC.ICASE.PRFVER»MFSTOP,JUMP,LOPIN,ISCASE. NTCP 006 
lKN,GAMF,lP,SCHIT,PTRNtISECT,KSTG,wT0L,HHOTOL.PRTOL,TRLO0P,LSTG, NTCP 0 07 
^LBRC.I8HC,ICHOK£.IS0RH,CHO^E.PT0PSl(6,8) ,PTRS2(6.8) ,TROIAQtSCRCt NTCP n08 
30ELPR.PASS.IPC,LOPCISS NTCP 009 
C NTCP olO 
COMMON /SINPUT/ HSL.TSLtPSL.GAMSi, ••••«»•• 




5R(6,8) ,f.TAR(6.8) ,CFR(6,8) .TFR(6,8) .AN00H{6.8) .(iMEGAS (6. 8) .ASO (6,8) NTCP 016 
6,AS^'P0(6.8),ACMN0(6,8>.A1(6,8).A?(6.8),A3(6.8).A4(6.8).A5(6.8),A6(NTCP 017 
76.8).0MEGAH(6.8),HSIA(6.8).RSMPIA(6.8)»aCMNIA(6.8).81(6.8).82(6.8)NTCP 018 
8,83(6.8).B4(6»8).H5(6»8).86(6.8),SESTHI(8).RERTHI(8) NTCP 019 
C NTCP 020 
REAL f^R2.M2 ,MF2 NTCP 021 
COMMON /SFL0IK2/TS2(6.6).CP2(8).R?(6,8).RH0S2(6.8).aET2E(6.8)»RU2(6NTCP 022 
1.8).VU2(6,8).UPUR2(6.6).VZ2(6.8),MR2(6ie).MF2(6.8).M2(6.8) NTCP 023 
C NTCP 024 
DIMENSION CS(tt).CR(8) NTCP 025 
C NTCP 026 
C NTCP 027 
CALL SLITE(O) NTCP 028 
WAIP = 0.0 NTCP 02'» 
FAIfiaO.O NTCP 030 
PTPS=l.u2 NTCP 031 
OELC=0.0 NTCP 032 
OELL=0.0 NTCP 033 
D E L « = 0 . 0 NTCP 034 
FXPN=2.0 NTCP 035 
EXPP=2.n NTCP 036 
EXPWE30.0 NTCP 037 
RV(l,l)sO.O •«««•«•» 
pAF=0.0 NTCP 039 
SLI=0.0 NTCP 040 
AACSsl.O NTCP 041 
SECrnl.o NTCP 042 
VCTC=0.0 NTCP 043 
WTOL»1.E-04 NTCP 044 
ll-l 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
R H O T O L = 1 . E - 0 4 
P R T 0 L = l . t - 0 6 
P C N H ( l ) = l . o 
G A M ( 1 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 
R w G ( l . l ) = l , 0 
E T A S d . D a O . O 
A L P H A l ( l . l ) a O . O 
E T A R ( l . l ) s O . O 
B E T A 2 ( 1 . 1 ) = 0 . 0 
TRLOOP=0. 
TROlAGso.O 
G » 3 2 . 1 7 4 0 5 





IF(SHFLAG) wRiTt (6,10000) 
10000 F0RMAT(1H1.39H AN ENTHY HAS 
CALL INIT 
ISCASE=0 
IF (PREVLR) GO TO 1 
DO 25 1=1.8 
CS(I)»0.0 














IF (PHEVER) GO TO 40 
IF (1,-MF?(1.KN))24.5»5 
5 IF (JUMP)ft.iS.20 
6 CALL STA2A 
IF (PREVtR) GO TO 40 
IF (KN-KSTG)7.9»9 
7 KN=KN*1 
L O P I N = 0 
8 JUMP=0 
BEEN MADE IN MAIN PROGRAM) 
GO TO 40 
GO TC 3 
SC»SC*1, 
























































































Listing of Code (continued) 






















IF (PREVER) GO TO 40 
IF (JUMP)3.3»20 
CALL OVRALL 
























FORMAT(1M1.40H AN EXI] HAS BEEN MAOE FROM MAIN PROGRAM) 
CALL EXIT 
FORMAT(//3X65HTHE PREVIOUS CASE HAS BEEN TERMINATED DUE TO ERRORS 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
SUBROUTINE I M T I*^ '"^  ""^ 
CINIT I^IT 002 
C SUBROUTINE FOR INITIALIZATION OF INPUT DATA INIT n03 
Q INIT 004 
REAL MFSTOP INIT 005 
LOGICAL PREVER.SRFLAG t*!!!t*!II 
COMMON SRFLAG * * 
COMMON /SNTfP/G.AJ.PRPC.ICASE.PRFVER,MFSTOP,JUMP,LOPIN.ISCASE. INIT 007 
1KN,GAMF,IM,SCRIT.PTRN«ISECT.KSTG,WTOL,RHOTOL.PRTOL.TRLOOP.LSTG, INIT 008 
2LBRC.lBHC,irHOKt.ISORH,CHOKE.PT0PSl(6,e) ,PTRS2(6,fl) ,TRDIAG.SCRC INIT 009 
3DELPR.PASS.IPC.LOPCISS I'^ IT nlO 
(. INIT nil 
COMMON /SINIT/Hl(6t8).H2(6.8>.UPn(6,8).DPI(6.8).DPI A(6,8).DP2(6,8)IN IT ol2 
1.DP2A(6.8).CSALF1(6.8).AIF1(6,8),CSBET2(6.8),HET2(6.B).RA0S0(6.8).INIT ol3 
2RADR0(6.8).ANNl(6,8),ANN2(6.8).AMN2A(6t8),ANN1A(6,8),U1A(6,8), INIT 014 
3U2(6.8).ANNO(6.8).PTO^6.8).TTO(6,8).ALPHAO(6,8).PTP(6»8) INIT 015 
(. INIT 016 
COMMON / S I N P U T / RSL .TSL .PSL .GAMSi , „ ! * ! ! * * * * 
1 P T P S . P T I N , T T I N , W A I R . F A I H , D E L C . 0 E L L » D E L A . A A C S . V C T D , S T G » S E C T . E X P N . I N I T 0 18 
2EXPP.EXPHE. R P M . P A F . S L I . S T G C H . F N O j O B t N A M E d O ) . T I T L E ( 1 0 ) . P C N H ( 6 ) , • • • • • • • • 
3 R V ( 6 . 8 ) . G A M ( 6 . 8 ) . D R ( 6 » 8 ) . 0 T ( 6 . 8 ) , R W G ( f , . 8 ) . A L P H A S ( 6 . 8 ) . A L P H A l ( 6 , B ) 
4ETARS(6.8).ETAS(6.8).CFS(6.«),ANnO(6t8).HETAI(6.8),RETA2(6.8).ETAHINIT o21 
5R(6.8).FTAR(6.8).CFR(6.8).TFR(6.B)»ANOCR(6.8).OMEGAS(6,8).AS0(6.8)INIT o22 
6.ASMP0(h.8) .ACHN0(6,8>.Al(6,a).A?(b.8).A3(6.8).A4(6.8)»A5(6.8).A6(lNIT o23 
7f,frt).0MtGAR(6.8).8SIA(6.8).HSMPlA(6.8).HCMNIA(6,8),Hl(6.8).H2(ft,8)lNIT o24 
e.B3(6.8).H4(6.8).B5(6t8).B6(6.8),SESTHI{8).RERTHI(8) INIT n25 
C INIT 026 
DIMFNSION hlA(6,8).H0(6.8)»H2A(6.8) INIT 027 
C INIT 02R 
C REAO INPUT DATA. CHEC« FOR ERRORS. ^'^^^ "^ "^  
C SKIP CHANGE CASES IF BASIC CASE HAS AN ERROR INIT 030 
IF(SWFLAG) wRlTe(6.10000) •••••••• 
10000 FORMAT(44H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN M A D F IN SUBROUTINE INIT ) •••••••• 
3 CALL INPUT I'^ 'T "31 
ICASE«ICASE*1 I'^ I^  "32 
IF(STGCH)5.5.4 »NIT n33 
4 IK=l INIT 034 
5 CALL CHECK(L) I*^ '^  '^ 5^ 
GO TO(fe.«).L J'^ J^  "36 
6 WRITE(6.100)ICASE I'^i' "'' 
IF(STGCH)3.:1.7 '^I^ "38 
7 IK=2 I'^ IT "39 
GO TO 3 INIT 040 
8 IF (IK-2)9.3,3 INIT 041 
C INITIALIZE INDEX REGISTERS ANn FORKS INIT 0*2 
9 ISECT=SECT*.0001 I^I^ "*3 
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R C = 0 . 0 
PRPCsO.O 
IPC = 0 
ISS=0 
PTRN=0,0 
TEST STAGE LOSS I N C I C A T O R 
IF(SLI) 1 J.13.11 
DO 12 I=1.ISECT 
DO 12 J=1,KSTG 
E T A R S d . J j a F T A R S d . l ) 
ETAS(I.J)aETAS(I.l> 
CFS(I»J)=CFS(1.1) 
E T A R R ( I , J)=ETAHH(I.l) 




TEST FOR EUUAL SEClORS 
IF(PCNH(1)-1,)16,14.14 
00 15 I=1,ISECT 
PCNh(I)= 1,/SECT 
SET UP SECTOR HElGfT. PITCH DIAMETER. ANNULUS ARE/ 
PITrHLINE wHEtL SPEED 
00 19 K=1,KSTG 
SHO = nT ( 1 .K)-IJR(l.K) 
SHl=nT(2.K)-0R(2.K) 
SHlA = UT(3.K)-|jR(3,K) 
SH2=nT(4.K)-UR(4.K) 
SH2A3UT(5.K)-DR(5,K) 
DO 18 I=1.ISECT 
H0(I,K)=,5«PCNH(I)»SH0 
HI ( I,K)=:.5»PCNH(I)»SHl 
HI A d .K)=.5«PCNH(I)«St:lA 
H 2 d .K)=,5«PCNH( I ) » S H 2 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
20 nPO(I.K)=r^M(l,K)* HUd.K) 
DPI (I.K)anR(2»K)* Hld.K) 
DPIA ( I . K ) = 0 H ( 3 . K ) * ClAd.K) 
DP? ( I.K) SDR (A.K) • HiJd.K) 
DP2A (I.K)=nH(5.K)* ••2A(I.K) 
GO TO 21 
i7nPod.K)= HO d - i . K ) * HOd»K)*LPo(i-i»K) 
0P1(I.K)= H1(I-1.K)» HI(I.K).CPl(I-l.K) 
0P1A(I.K)= Hl A d - l . K ) . H1A(I,K)*DP1A(I-1,K) 
nP2(I.K)= H2(I-1.K)* H2(I.K)•CP2(I-1.K) 
DP2Ad.K)a H2A(I-l.^)• H?A(1,K) •0P2Ad-l.K) 
21 ANNO (I.K)a,02l8l66*OPO{I,K)«HOd,K) 
ANN1 ( I.K) = ,0?l81h6«DPl (I .K)»H1 (I,K) 
ANNl A (I,^)=nPlA(I.K)•^-lA(I.K)•,02181 66 
ANN2d.K) =,02l8l66»OP/: (I.K)«H?d,K) 
ANN2A d,K)a.02lOl66«0t-2A(I.K)»H2A(I.K) 








GO TO ?'• 
23 I P = d S E C T * n / 2 
CALCULATE INLET ANL EXIT ANGLFS IN RADIANS 
24 IF (ALPHAl(1.1))25.25«27 
25 SDEAF«0. 
00 26 K=1,KSTG 
00 26 I»1,ISECT 
CSALFl d.K)=AND0(I.K)«CFSd.K)/{SE5THI (K ) «3, 14159«DPl (I,K)« 
ISQRT(ETAS( I.K) ) ) 
26 ALFI(I.K)=ATAN2(SORTd,-CSALFl(I,K)•CSALF 1 (I.K)),CSALFl(I.K)) 
60 TO 31 
27 00 28 K=1.KST6 
00 28 I=1.ISECT 
ALFld.K)= ALPHAld.K)*.01745328 
28 CSALFl(I.K)=C0S(ALF1(I.K)) 
31 IF (8ETA2d.l) )29.29.32 
29 RUEAF=0, 
00 30 K=1,KSTG 
00 30 I=1.ISECT 
CSHt- T2(I.K)=ANDURd.K)»CFRd,K)/(RERTHl (K) •S , 14159«0P2 (I ,K ) • 
ISORT (ETARd.K) ) ) 
30 HET2d.K)=ATAN2( SORT (1 , - C S R E T 2 ( T .K) •CSaET2 (I .K) ) .CSBET2(I.K) ) 






















































































Listing of Code (continued) 












00 33 Kal,KSTG 
00 33 Isl.ISECT 
BET2d.K)= 8ETA2(I,K)»,0l74S328 
CSBET2d.K)=C0S(BET2(l,K) ) 
DO 35 Ksl.KSTG 











GO TO 38 
GAMFal,0 
CALL CHECK(J) 
GO TO (39.40) .J 
GO TO 3 
IF(SRFLAG) WRITE(6.20000) 
FORMAT(45H AN EXIT HAS BEEN MAOE FROM SUBROUTINE INIT ) 
RETURN 
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COMMON / S N T C P / G . A J . P R P C I C A S E . P R F V E R . M F S T O P . J U M P . L O P I N . I S C A S E . 
lKN,GAMF.IP,SCRlT.PTRN.ISECT,KSTG,wlOL,RHOTOL.PRTOL.TRL00P.LSTG. 
2LBRC.IHRC.ICHOKE.I SORR.CHOKE.PTOPS 1 ( 6 . 8 ) . P T R S 2 ( 6 . 8 ) . T R D I A G . S C R C . 
3DELPR.PASS. I PC. LOPCISS 
C 
COMMON /SINPUT/ RSL.TSL.PSL.GAMSi . 
1 P T P S . P T IN.TTIN,wA IR .FAIR,OELC.UElL»nELA.AACS.VCTO.STG.SECT.EXPN, 
2EXPP,EXPRE. RPM.PAF.SLI.STGCH.FNUJOH.NAMEdO) . T I T L E d O ) .PCNH{*,) . • » • • • • « • 
3RV(6.8).GAM(6.8).SR(6»8).bT(<S,8),S*G(6»8).ALPHAS(6.8)»ALPHA 1(6.8).•»»••»•• 
4ETAHS(6.tt).ETAS(6.8)•CFS(6.8) ,ANnO(6»8).BETAl(6.8).BETA2(6.8).ETARINPT nl6 
5R(6.8).ETAR(6»8).CFR(6.8).TFR(t>,P).ANnOR(6»8).OMEGAS(6,8).ASO(6.8)INPT ol7 
6.ASMPO(6.8).ACMN0(6.e).A1(6,8).A?{6.8).A3(6.8).A4(6.8).A5(6.8),A6(INPT 018 
76.8) .0MKGAH(6.8).BSIA(6.8).HSMPIA(6.H).8CMNIA(6.8).B1(6»8).B2(6.8)INPT ol9 
P.H3(h»8).H4(6»a).85(6*8).B6(6.8),SESTH1(8).RERTHI(8) INPT o20 
C INPT 021 
DIMENSION X(fc.8.38).Y«6.38) •«»•«•«« 
C INPT 023 
EQUIVALENCE (Xd.l.l). RV ( 1 .1 ) ) . ( Y (1 .1) . RG (1 ) ) •«»•«»•• 
C INPT 025 
COMMON WG(f)). •««««««» 
1 GAMG(6).OR(6).LT(6).RWG(61.SOU(6).SDEA(ft).SPEC(6).SETA(ft).•«»••»«• 
ISCF(ft).SPA(6).ROIA(fe) .RUEA(6) ,RRFC(6).NETA(6).RCF(6).RTF(ft).RPA(ft)INPT o27 
2.STPLC(6),SINR(«>).SIN^PCft).SlNMN(ft),SCPS(6).SCPC(6).SCPQ(6).SCNS(6INPT o28 
3) .SCNC(h) .SrN(J(ft) .RTPLC(6) . H 1 NR ( ft) . R INMP (6) .RINMN (6) .RCPS(6) .RCPCdNPT 0?9 
46) .RCP0(6) .RCI^S(6) .RCNC(6) .HCN*J(ft) INPT o30 
(, INPT oil 
NAMFLIST/OATAIN/ RSL . I SL . PSL . GAMsi. . »»»•»••» 
, PTPS»PTIN.TTIN,WA1R.FAIR.UELC.0ELL.D£LA.AACS.VCT0«»»»«»«» 
1.STG.SFCT.STAbF.EXPN.tXPP.ExPRt.RPM.PAF.SLI.ENDSTG.ENDJOB.PCNH.RG.•«•••«•• 
2GAMG.DR.UT.M«'i.bOIA,SLEA,SREC,SETA.SCF.SPA.HOlA,RDEA.RREC,RETA,RCFlNPT 0 34 
3,RTF.RPA.STPLC,SINR.SlNMP,siMMN,scRS.SCPC.SCPU.SCNS.SCNC.SCN0.RTPLlNPT o35 
6C»RlNR.HlNMP.RINMN.RC>-S.RCPC.RCPO.RCNS.RrNC,RCN(3.5ESTH.RERTH. INPT o36 
5WT0L.RH0r0L.PHT0L.TRLt-0P,TRniAG,sTGCM iNPT o37 
INPT 038 
DATA 8LANKS/66666666/ IN^ T^ o39 
INPT 040 
^ INPT 041 
C READ THE HEADING CARDS tVERY TIMF ENTWY IS MAOE INPT 042 
IF(SRFLAU) wRlTE(6.10000) «•»**»«• 
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INPT 043 
10000 FORMAT(44H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN MADF IN SUBROUTINE INPUT ) 
10 REA0(5.6b69) (NAME(I).1=1.10) 
^0 REA0(5.6669) ( T I TLE(I).I si.10) INPT o44 
j=0 INPT 045 
30 DO 25 L=1.38 ••«••»•• 
DO 25 lal.ft INPT 047 
25 Y(I.L)=HLANKS INPT 048 
SESTHsRLANKS iNPT 049 
RERTH=RLANKS INPT o50 
REAL)(5.0ATAIN) INPT 051 
40 K=STAGE*.0001 INPT o52 
50 ISECT=SECT*.0001 INPT o53 
60 DO 80 L=1.38 •••••••• 
70 DO 80 1=1.6 INPT o55 
IF (Yd.L) ,NE.BLANKS) GO TO 71 INPT o56 
Y(I.L)=0.0 INPT 057 
GO TO 80 INPT 058 
71 X(I.K.L)=Y(I.L) INPT 059 
80 CONTINUE INPT 060 
IF(SESTH,EQ.BLANKS) GC TO 95 INPT 06l 
90 SESTHI(K)=SESTH INPT 062 
GO TO 9ft INPT 063 
95 S e S T H = 0 , INPT 064 
96 l F ( f i E R T H , E Q . B L A N K S ) GC TO 105 INPT o65 
100 R E R T H I ( K ) S R E R T H INPT o66 
GO TO 110 INPT 067 
105 RERTHsO, INPT 068 
110 IF ( K - 1 ) 1 2 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 3 0 I N P T n69 
120 W R I T E ( 6 . 6 6 7 0 ) N A M £ , T I T L E . S T G C H , T T T N . P T I N , W A I R . F A I R . P T P S . D E L C O E L L . • • « • « • • • 
i n E L A . S T G . S E C T . E X P N . E X P P , PAF»S| I » A A C S . R P M , V C T O . R S L , T S L . P S L . G A M S L » « « » » » « * 
2 . E N D S T G . t N ( ) J 0 H . P C N H • « « » • • « « 
j = j * l INPT 073 
130 W R I T E ( 6 . b 6 7 n K .RG.GAMG.OR.DT.RwG,SO I A . S D E A . S P E C . S E T A . S C F . S P A . • « » » » » » • 
I S E S T H . INPT 075 
1RDI A , R O E A , R H E C , R E T A . R C F . R P A . R T F . P E R T H • • « « » » » • 
140 I F ( O M E G A S d . K ) ) 1 6 0 . 1 6 0 . 1 5 0 iNPT o77 
150 WRITE( 6 . 6 6 7 ? ) S T P L C S I N R . S 1 N M P , S I M M N . S C P S . S C P C » S C P Q . S C N S . S C N C S C N Q . INPT o78 
IRTPLC.R INR.R INMP,R INMN,RCPS.RCPC,RCPQ,RCNS.RCNC.RCNQ INPT o79 
160 J = J « 1 INPT 080 
180 AM= J - ? « ( J / 2 ) INPT 081 
190 I F ( A M ) ? 0 0 . 2 1 0 * 2 0 0 INPT 082 
200 W R I T E ( 6 . b 6 7 3 ) INPT 083 
210 I F ( E N D S T 6 - 1 . ) 3 0 . 1 7 0 . 1 7 0 INPT o84 
170 I F ( 5 R F L A G ) w R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 0 0 0 ) • « « • « « • « 
2 0 0 0 0 F O R M A T d H l , 4 5 H AN E X I I HAS BEEN M A D E FROM SUBROUTINE INPUT ) • • » » » « • • 
RETURN • » • » » « • » 
6 6 6 9 FORMAT(10A6) INPT o86 
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6670 FORMAT (1 Hi . 24x .24HTu»'B INE COMPUTER PRCGRAM/6X , 1 0A6/6X , 1 0A6/2X, INPT 087 
17H$CATAIN/2X.7H S T G C H « F 1 0 . 3 / 2 X 7 H TTIN=F10.3.1X.7H PTIN^F10.3,2X.•••••••• 
16H ftAlR»F10.3.2X. ••«•««•• 
2 B ; H F A I R » F 1 0 . 3 / 2 X . 7 H PlPSxFln.3»lX.7H CELC=F10.3,2X,6H OELL=F10.3t««««»»»« 
32X,5H0ElArF10.3/2X,7H STGaF1O. •^.1X.7h SECT^F1O.3,2X,6H EXPNaF10«»»»«»*« 
4.3,?X.5HEXPP=F10.3/2X. 7H PAF«F10,3.2X,bH SLla*««»«»»» 
5 F 1 0 . 3 . 3 X . 5 H A A C S = F 1 0 . 3 « 2X.5H RPMaFl0.3/2X.7H VCTDaFl0.3.4X.4HPSL»»«»»»«« 
6«F10.3,4X,4HTSL*F10.3»3X.4HPSL=F10.3/2X.7H GAMSL=F10,3,I X.7HENDST6«»»»««»» 
7=Fl0.3.1*.7HENOJOB«FlO,3//25X.2lHlNLtT RADIAL PROFILES «••«•••• 
8 /4X»5HPCNHat(F8.J.2X)/iHl) ••«»»••• 
6671 FORMAT(28X.15HSTAN0ARC OPTI0N/3X.ftHSTAGEr13,ibX.14HAXIAL STAT lONS/»«»»»»*» 
111X.6HSTA, 04X,bHSTA, 14X.6HSTA.iA4X,6HSTA, 23X.7H STA,2A/ •»•«»«•• 
23X.6H RGa6(F8,3t2X)/ ••««»«•* 
33X.ftH GAMGaft(FH,3.2X)/3X.6H 0Rs6<F8,3.2X)/3X,rSH DTa6 (F8, 3.2X ) / INPT 097 
33X,6H R«,G=6(F8,3.2X)//22X.27HSTAT0R RACIAL DISTRIBUTIONS/ INPT o98 
4 1 3 X , 4 H P 0 0 T . 1 5 X . 5 H P I T C ' " . 1 6 X , 3 H T I P / •«»«••»» 
53X.6H SUlAa6(F8.3.2X)/3X.6H SOEAaft(F8,3.2X)/3X.ftH SREC=6(F8,3.2X)/INPT 100 
ftlX,6H SFTAaft(F8.3.2X)/3X.6H SCFs6(F8,3.2X)/3X,ftH SPAr6(FS,3.?X)/INPT 101 
73X.eHSESTH=F8.3//22X.26HR0T0R RAnlAL DISTRIBUTIONS/ ••»«•»•« 
P3X.6H RDIA=6(F8.3»2X)/3X.6H H0£A=6(FM,3,2X)/3X.ftH RRECa6(F8,3.2X)/INPT l03 
93X,6H RETA=ft(F8.3.2X)/3X,6H RCF-ft(F«,3.?A)/3X,ftH RPA=6(F8,3.2X)/•*»•»»•» 
13X.6H wTFaft(F8,3.2X)/3X.bHRERTH-iF8,3/) •««»»«•« 
6672 FORMAT(/25X,23HL0SS COEFFICIENT OPT I0N/22X.27HSTATOR RADIAL DISTRllNPT 106 
IRUTIONS/ INPT 107 
23X.6HSTPLC = ft(F8.3.2X)/3x.bH SINRsft(F8.3.?X)/3X.ftHSlNMP = 6(F8,3.2X)/INPT i OR 
33X,«3HSINMN = ft(F8,3.2X)/3X,6M SCPS=6 (F8, 3 . ?X)/3X .ftH SCPCa6 (F8, 3.?X ) / INPT i 09 
43X.6H SCPQ=ft(F8.3»2X)/3X.6H SCNSaft(FB,3.2X)/3X.ftH SCNCa6(F8,3.2X)/INPT H O 
53X.6H SCNO=6(F8.3.2X)/023X.26HROTOH RACIAL DISTRIBUTIONS/ INPT ill 
6 3X.<-HRTPLCa'*>(F8,3.2X)/3X.6H RINR-ft(F«,3.2X)/3X.6HRlNMP = 6(F8,3.?X)/lNPT i 12 
73X.ftHRINMN=ft(FR,3.2X)/3X,ftH RCPSsft(F8,3.2X)/3X,6H RCPCa6(F8,3.2X)/INPT il3 
P3X.ftH RCPQa6(F8.3.2X)/3X.6H RCNSa6(F8,3.2X)/3X,6H RCNC=6(F8,3.2X)/iNPT Il4 
93X.6H RCNQaft(Fa,3.2X)) INPT 115 
6673 FORMAT (IHI) INPT lift 
END INPT 117 
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SUBROUTINE STAol STOl OOl 
CSTAOl STOl O02 
C ESTABLISH FIRST STATOR tXiT FLOw, ADJUST FLOwS FOR COOLING STOl 003 
C AIR INJECTION BETwtEN STATI0N<; 0 ANC 1, FIND INLFT STOl o04 
C M A C H N U M H E R AND I N C I D E N C E A N G L E L O S S AT S T A T I O N 0. STOl 005 
C ADJUST Pf. GET NE* FLOW AT STATION 1 FOR FINAL RESULT. STOl 006 
C STOl 007 
REAL MFSTOP STOl o08 
LOGICAL PRFVER,SRFLAG •»««<nt»» 
COMMON SRFLflG •»»»»»»• 
COMMON /SNTTP/G.AJ.PR^-CICASE,PRFVER.MFSTOP, JUMP,LOPIN.ISCASE. STOl olO 
IKN.GAMF,lP,SCRn,PTRN.lSECT,KSTG,wIOL,RHOTOL.PRTOL.TRL0OP.LSTG, »«»«««»• 
2LbRC.IHHC.T i-hOKt.ISORH.CHOKF.PTOPSl(6,e).PTHS2(ft.H).TRDIAG.SC.PC. STOl 012 
^nEL^-R.PAi>S,IPC.LOPC.IbS STOl 013 
C STOl 014 
COMMON /SlNtT/Hl(6.8).H2(6,8).DPn(6,8).DPl(6.8),DP 1 A(6.8)'. 0P2(ft.8)ST 01 ol5 
l,UP2A(ft,6) .rSALt- 1 (6.8) .ttLf- 1 (6,8) ,CbBtT2 (6.8),HET2(6.8) .RADSO (6.8) .STOl olft 
2RADH0(ft,o) .ANNl(b.8) .ANN2(6,8) .ANN2A(ft.8) .ANNlA(ft,a).U1A(6.8). STOl ol7 
3U?{6.H) .ANNfi (b,H),PlO(6.H),TTO(ft,o) ,ALPHA0(ft.8) ,PTP(6.8) STOlnlS 
C STOl 019 
COMMON / S i r j F U T / R S L . T S L . P S L . G A M S I . o<nnnnn>« 
l P T P S . i - T I N , T T I N , « A l R , F A I R . l ) E L C , U E l L • DEL A , AACS. VCTD, S T 6 . SECT . E X P N . STOl o21 
2 E X P P . t x H H F , R P M . P A F . S L l . S T G C H . F N U j O H . N A M E d O ) . T I T L E d O ) .PCNH( f t ) , « » » » » « » « 
3 R V ( ( - . i i ) . b A M ( f t . 8 J . D R ( 6 » R ) . U T ( 6 , a ) , R » K G ( f t « 6 ) .ALPHAS ( 6 . 8 ) . ALPHA 1 ( 6 , 8) » • « » » « * » » 
4 E T A t - S { 6 . H ) . E T A S ( 6 . b ) . C F S ( 6 , H ) , A N n O ( 6 . H ) . t t E T A l ( 6 , 8 ) .BETA2 (6 . 8 ) .ETARSTOl n?4 
5 R ( 6 . R ) . F T A R ( 6 . H ) , C F R ( t , 8 ) . T F R ( 6 , q ) . A N n C H ( 6 . 8 ) . O M E G A S ( 6 . 8 ) . A S O ( f t , 8 ) S T O 1 o?5 
6 , A S M P 0 ( t . 8 ) . A C M i M 0 ( 6 . 8 ) . A l ( 6 . H ) . A ? ( 6 . 8 ) . A 3 ( 6 , a ) . A 4 ( 6 . 8 ) . A 5 ( 6 . 8 ) , A 6 ( S T 0 1 o26 
7 f t . 8 ) . 0 M t G A R ( f t . 8 ) , H S I A ( 6 , 8 ) . R S M P I A ( 6 . 8 ) . 8 C M N I A ( 6 . 8 ) . B l ( 6 . 8 ) . f t 2 ( f t . 8 ) S T 0 1 n27 
P . R 3 ( b . M ) .H<»( f t .H) . H 5 ( 6 » 8 ) . 8 6 ( 6 . 8 ) . S t S l H l ( 8 ) .RERTHI (8 ) STOl o?8 
C STOl o?9 
REAL MO STOl o30 
COMr^ON /SSTa0l/CP0(8) . PS0(ft.8) .V0(6.8) .TS0(6»ST0l o31 
18).VUO(ft.8),vZ0(6.8).HHOSO(ft•8) .PS 1(6 . 8).wGTl(8).TAl(8).WGl(6.8). STOl o32 
? OPOHl(6.8) .SI (6.8) . CPl (8) .PHIl (6,8) ,TS1(6.8) .VI (ft,8)ST01 o33 
3,RH0S1(6.R).ALFlE(6.e).VUl(ft.P).v7l(6.8).M0(6.8).WGT0(8).WG0(6.8) ««»«««»» 
C STOl 035 
DIMFNSION TA0(8). TTOTSO(6.8).PT0PS0(6.8).FFA0(6.8««»<nn»»» 
1).AASO(6.8) STOl 037 
C STOl 038 
C STOl 039 
IF(SRFLAG) wRlTE(6.lOOOO) »«»»««»« 
10000 FORMAT(44H AN E M T R Y HAS BEEN MADF IN SUBROUTINE STAOl ) «»«»««»« 
SCRIT=0,0 STOl 040 
I = I^ J S T O l 0 4 1 
ID=-1 STOl 042 
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CALL GAMMA (PTIN» TAl (K» »F A IHtHKA IB.GAM (2»K ) ) 
3 CALL FLOWl(I) 
IF (PHEVtR) GO TO 26 
WGTl (K)»»(GT1 (K)*.*G1(I»K) 











GO TO 3 
6 10=1 
I«IP*1D 
GO TO 22 
CALCULATE STA 0 FQH INCIDENCE CORHECTION 















9 IF(6AMF) 10,10*12 
10 TA0(K)B.b«{TTO(I,K)»TSJO(I tK) ) 





































































































Listing of Code (continued) 
® Astronuclear Laboratory 
TTO(I,K))/(l44,»PT0(I»K)» 
12 CPO(K)=HV(l,K)«tXl/Aj 




lANNO d.K) ) 
IFd.EQ.lP) GU ro 28 
PSO(ItK) = PSodP.K) 
PTOPSOd.K) = P T P d . K ) / PSOd.K) 
28 TTOTSOd.K)=PTOPSOd,K)««EX 
TSOd»K)=TTo(I,K)/TTOlSO(l.K) 
13 V O d tK)=bURT(2.«G•AJ«CPO(^)•(TTodlK)-TS0(IfK) ) ) 
AASn ( 1,K>=SQBT (GAM(l,K)«G«HVd»K)»TSO<ltK) ) 
MOd.KjaVO (I»^)/AASO(I,K) 
S K I •K)=ALPHAOd,K)- HAOSUd.K) 
IF(SI d,K) )?4.24,20 
24 FXPS=EXMN 
fiO TO 21 
20 EXPS = t.XPH 
21 PTOPSOd.K ) = d.*EX»M0d.K)»ETARSd»K)«GAM(l,K)»M0(I,K)/2. 
1«(CCS(SI d.K) )««EXPS) )««EXI 
PT0( I »K)=PSO (I»K)*PT0t'SOd»K) 
WG0d.K)=WGn(I.K)«PT0<I.K)/PT0MO 
Wtil (I.K)=WG1 (I,K)«PT0d.K)/PTnMO 
RHOS0(I.K)=144.«PS0(I»K)/(RV(1.K»«TS0(I.K)) 
VU0( I.K)=VOd»K)«SlN(ALPHA0(I,K) ) 
VZ0(I»K)=V0dtK)«C0S(ALPHA0d,K)) 
14 CONTINUE 
; ENO Of- INCIDENCE L C S S CORRECTION LOOP 
WGTl(K)=0, 
I = IP 
ID=-1 
JW = 2 
15 GO TO 3 
18 CONTINUE 
WGTO(K)=WGT1(K)/HwG(2»K> 
IF(TRLOOP.EQ.O.) GO TC 23 
WRITE (6.loon) wGT0(K).wGd(K),(WR0<LtK) .L = 1,ISECT) 
WRITE(6.1001) (PT0PS0«L«K).L=1.ISECT) 
WRITE (6.1002) (wr,l (UK) .L=1.ISECT) 
WRITE(6,1003) (PTOPSl(L.K) .L = 1,ISECT) 
1000 F0Ri-flT(2X,6H wGT0=F8,3 .2X .6H wGTl aF8. 3/2X ,6H W60=6F8.3) 
1001 FORMATdX,7HPT0PS0=6Fe,5) 
1 0 0 2 F 0 R N A T ( 2 X , h H w G l = 6 F 8 » 3 ) 
1003 F O R i > ' A T ( l X , 7 H P T 0 P S l = 6 F f c , 5 ) 
2 3 CALL CHECK ( J ) 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
25 CALL OIAGT(l) , •I2i«i#I 
26 IF(SRFLAG) WRITE (6f 20000) \ \ . 
20000 F0RI'AT(45H AN EXIT HAS BEEN MADE FROM SUBROUTINE STAOl ) !!!n!I* 
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COMMON /SINPUT/ RSL.TSLtPSL.GAMSL. •••••••• 






76.8) .0MtGAH(6«8) ,8SIA(6.8) .RSMPU(b.a) .«CMNIA(6.8) .Bl (6.8) .82 (6.8) FLWl 
e,B3(6.8).H4(6*8),B5(6»8).86(6.8).SESTHI(8).RERTHl(8) FLWl 
FLWl 
REAL MO FLWl 
COMMON /SSTA0l/CP0(8). PSO(6.8),VO(6.8).TSo(6.FLW1 
18).VU0(6.8).VZ0(6.8).HHOSO(6«8).PSl(6.B).wGTl(8)«TAK8)•WGl(6.8). FLWl 
2 OPDWl(6.8).51(6,8). CPl(8).PHll(6.8),TS1(6.8),V1(6,8)FLWl 
3.HH0S1(6.8),ALFiE(6.8).VUl(6.8),wZl{6,ti).M0{6.8).WGT0(8)»WG0(6.a) 
DIMfeNSION P H I l C ( 8 ) . P T f - S l C ( 8 ) . V l C ( 6 . 8 ) , T S l C ( 6 , 8 ) , R H 0 S l C ( 6 . 8 ) . W G 1 C ( 6 F L W 1 




v<RlTt ( 6 . 1 0 0 0 0 ) 





COMPUTE I S E N T H O P I C S T A T O R 
PHIld,K)BPT0PSl(I.K)««tX 
TEST FOR LOSS COEF^ICIENT 
IF (OMEGASd.i) )2.2.1 
CALL LOSSl d.K.EX) 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
2 TSl ( I.K)«TTO(I.K)»d,-ETAS(I.K)»(l.-l,/PHll (1»K) ) ) 
IF(I-IP)6,3.6 
3 IF(GAMF)4,4.5 
4 TAl (K)3.5«(TT0d,K)*TSl d . K ) ) 
CALL G A M M A ( P T 0 ( I P . K ) , 1 A 1 ( K ) , F A I R , W A I R , G A M ( 2 » K ) ) 
5 E X » { G A M ( 2 , K ) - 1 . 0 ) / G A M ( 2 . K ) 
FXI«1./EX 
CRITICAL PRESSURE RATIO 
CALL P M I M ( E X I . E T A S ( I , K ) . P H I i C ( K ) , P T P S l C ( K ) ) 
CPl(K)«HV(2,K)»tXl/Aj 
EXIT VELOCITY 




RHOSl d.K)al44,»PSl (I.K)/(RV(2»K)«TSl(I.K)) 
TEST CRITICAL PRESSURE RATIO 
IF (PTOPSl d.K)-PTPSlC(K))15. 8.8 
GREATER THAN CRITICAL 
8 IF (IP-I) 21.9,21 
9 IF (PRPC)10.10,22 
PREVIUUS PITCH N O N C R I T I C A L 
10 pHPC=l. 
P T O P S U I,K)=PTPbiC{K)«(l,»PRTOL) 
GO TO 7 
21 IF (PTOPSl (I,K) .LE.PTOPSldP.K) ) GO TO 22 
GO TO 12 
22 IF ((I.EU.l).OR,(I.EQ.ISECT)) SrHlT*l. 
GO TO 11 
PITCH OR OUTHOARU bECTOR 
11 CONTINUE 
V1C( I.K)=SiJRT (2.*(3»AJ«CP1 (K)»TTOd»K)»ETAS(I,K)«(PHIlC(K) 
1-1.)/PH11C(K)) 
TS1C(1,K)«TT0(I.K)«(1.-ETAS(I.K)»(1.-1./PHI1C(K))) 
RHOSl Cd.K)*144.«PT0(l.K)/( PTP«;iC(K)«TSlCd.K)«RV(2.K) ) 
WGIC(I.K)aRHOSlC(I.K)«VlC(I,K)«ANNl(I,K)"CSALFI(I,K) 
WGl ( I.K)sWGlCd.K) 
13 CSAL1E(I,K)«wGl ( I.K)/(RHOSl (I,K)«Vl (1,K)«ANN1 d , K ) ) 
EFFECTIVE STATOR EXIT ANGLE 
14 A L F l E d ,N)=ATAN2(S(JRT (1 ,-CSAL) E ( T ,^ )'CS ALIE (I .K ) ) . 
ICSALIE d . K ) ) 
GO TO 16 
12 1F( PHPc-1 •> l'5.15.2t 
24 wGl d.KjaSFF (I ,K)»PTO (I . K )/SQWT ( T T 0 (I , K ) ) 
GO TO 13 










































































F L W I 
F L W I 
F L W I 
DECREASE FLWl 
FLWl 
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IF(I.LT.ISECT) GO TO l7 
1F(PRPC.E0.1.) PRPC-2. 
17 CALL CHECK(J) 
GO TO (19»20)»J 
19 CALL DIA6T(2) 
20 IF(SRFLAG) WRITE(6t20000) 














• • • • < 
• • • • < 






ft ^  A A 








ft m * * 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
SUBROUTINE LOSSl(I.K,fcX) LOSl OOl 
CLOSSl LOSl 002 
C LOSl O03 
C CALCULATE EFFICIENCY LOSl 004 
C LOSl 005 
REAL MFSTOP LOSl 006 
LOGICAL PREVER.SRFLAG ••»••••• 
COMVON SRFLAG •••••••• 
COM^'0^ /SNTCP/G.AJ.PRHC.ICASE.PRFVER.MFSTOP.JUMP,LOPIN,ISCASE. LOSl 008 
1KN,GAMF.IP,SCRIT.PTRN.ISECT,KSTG,WTOL,RHOTOL.PRT0L.TRLO0P.LSTG. LOSl 009 
2LeRC.IRRC.ICHOKE.ISORh,CHOKE.PTOPSi(6,6) ,PTRS2(6»8)»TROIAG.SC.RC. LOSl OlO 
3DELPR.PASS.IPC,LOPC.ISS LOSl Oil 
C LOSl 012 
COMf'ON /SlNIT/Hl(6.8)»H2(b.e).0P0(6.8).DPl(6.8).0PlA(6.8).DP2(6.8)LOSl 0l3 
l,0P2A(6.H).CSALFI(6.P).ALFI(6,8),CSHET2(6,8),BET2(6,8).RADSO(6,8).LOSl 0l4 
2RA0P0(6,8),ANN1(6.8),ANN2(6,8).ANN2A(6.8).ANNlA(6.e).U1A(6.8). LOSl Ol5 
302(6,8),ANNO(6,8).PT0(6.8).TTO(6,R).ALPHA0(6.8).PTP(6»8) LOSl 016 
C LOSl 0l7 
COMfON /STNPUT/ RSL.TSL.PSL.GAMSi . •••••«•• 
1PTPS.PTIN.TTIN,WAIR,FAIR,DELC.UELL.DELA.AACS.VCTD.ST6.SECT.EXPN. LOSl 019 
2EXPP.EXPRE, RPM,PAF.SLI.STGCH.FNDJOB.NAME(10).TITLEdO).PCNH(6),•••••••• 
3RV(fc.8).GAM(6»8).DR(6.8).UT(6.8),RWG(6.8).ALPHAS(6.8).ALPHAI(6.8).•••••••• 
4ETA^S(6.8),ETAS(6.8),CFS(6.8),ANnO(6.8) .BETAl(6.8).BETA2<6»8).ETARLOSI 022 
5R(6.8),ETAR(6.8).CFR(e.8).TFR(6.n).AND0R(6.8).OMEGAS(6.8).ASO(6.8)LOSl 023 
6,ASMP0(6.8).ACMNO(6.8)•A1(6,8).A;>(6.8)«A3(6.6).A4(6*8)*A5(6.8).A6(L0Sl o24 
76*8) .0MEGAR(6.8) .85^(6.8) .RSMPIA(6.8) •BCMNIA(6.8) *R1(6.8) *B2 (6.8) LOSl o25 
8.83(6.8)»H4(6.8).B5(6.8),B6(6.8),SESTHI(8),RERTHI(8) LOSl 026 
C LOSl 027 
REAL MO LOSl 028 
COMMON /SSTA01/CP0(8) . PSO(6.8).VO(6.8).TSo(6.L0SI 029 
18).VU0(6.8).VZ0(6.8).HHOS0(6.8).PSl(6,8)»wGTl(8),TAl(8).WGl(6.8). LOSl 030 
2 DPDR1(6.8).SI(6,8). CPl(8) .PHI I(6.8),TSl(6.8),VI(6.8)LOSl 031 
3.RHOSl(6.8),ALF1E(6,8).VUl(6.8),vZl(6,8) .MO(6.8).WGT0<8).WG0(6,8) »••••••• 
C LOSl 033 
C LOSl 034 
IF(SRFLAG) WRITE(6.10000) •«••••»• 
10000 FORMAT{44H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN MAOF IN SUBROUTINE LOSSl ) ••••»»•• 
EXPNsO.O LOSl 035 
FXPPsO.O LOSl 036 
ETAHS(I,K)3i,0 LOSl 037 
SId.K)»ALPHAO(I.K)- HADSO(I.K) LOSl o38 
IF(SI (I.K) )«;,1,2 LOSl 039 
1 W01=0MEGAS(1.K) LOSl 040 
GO TO 9 LOSl 041 
2 ASsAl(I.K) LOSl 042 
AC=A2(I.K) LOSl 0*3 
11-18 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
AQaA3(I,K) LOSl 044 
IF(ASMP0(1.K)-SI(I»K))3.4.4 LOSl 045 
3 WMMS>SI(I,K)/ASMPO(I*K) LOSl 046 
ARaASMPO(I»K)/ASO(I»K) LOSl 047 
00 TO 8 LOSl 048 
4 WMWS'l.O LOSl 049 
ARaSI(I«K)/*SO(ItK) LOSl 050 
GO TO 6 LOSl 05l 
5 ASaA4(I*K) LOSl 052 
ACaASd.K) LOSl 053 
AQBA6(I»K) LOSl 054 
IF(SI(I*K).ACMN0(ItK))6.4.4 LOSl o55 
6 WMWS-Sl(I»K)/ACMNO(I»K> LOSl 056 
AR>ACMNO(ItK)/AS0(I.K) LOSl 057 
8 W01»(1.*AR«AR«(AS«AR«(AC«AR«AO)))»WMWS«OMEGAS(I.K) LOSl 058 
9 ETASd.K)«(l.-(1./(PTOPSl (I«K)«(1,-W01)*W01))^^EX)«PHI1(I.K)/ LOSl o59 
1(PHIl(I.K)-l,) LOSl 060 
CALL CHECK(J) LOSl 061 
IF(SRFLAG) WR1TE(6.20000) •••••••» 
20000 FORMAT(45H AN EXIT HAS BEEN MADE FROM SUBROUTINE LOSSl ) ••••*#•• 
RETURN LOSl 062 
END LOSl 063 
11-19 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
SUBROUTINE R(P»T.F»W«RX) R 001 
CR R <^ 02 
C CALCULATE GAS CONSTANT R 003 
WRITE (6*100) •••••••• 
100 FORMAT (//120M SUBROUUNE R HAS BEEN CALLED UPON •••••••••••••••••••••• 
2 » # , / / ) • • • • • • • • 
R X - 5 3 . 3 5 0 4 5 * ( . 6 5 8 « F ^ 3 2 . 4 3 3 « w ) / ( l . » F « W ) R 004 
RETURN R "05 
END ^ "06 
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SUBfiOUTINE GAMMA(P.T .F .w.GAMX) 











100 FORMAT (//120H SUBROUTINE GAMMA HAS BEEN CALLED UPON •••••••••••»•««««•»« 
CALL CPA(P.T.F.w,CPAX) 
IF(F)2.2.1 
1 CALL CPF(P.T.F,w.CPFX) 
2 IF(«»)4.4.3 
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100 FORMAT (//120H SUBROUdNE CPA HA«; BEEN CALLED UPON •••••••••••••••••••••• 
1**«««««»»««««»«*««»««« « • 
2«»,//) •••••«*• 
IF(T-100.)1.2.2 CPA 006 
1 TX«100. CPA 007 
60 TO 5 CPA 008 
2 lF(fc400.-T)3.4,4 CPA 009 
3 TXa6400. CPA OlO 
GO TO 5 CPA Oil 
4 TXaT CPA 012 
5 XT(l)aTX/l000. CPA 013 
no 6 la?,7 CPA 014 
6 XTd)aXTd-l)»XTd) CPA 015 
CPAXs2.<»264907E-0l-2.fc657395E-02«XT(l)*4.6617756E-02»XT(2) CPA ol6 
1-1.3546542E-02»XT(3)-«.4500931E-04»XT(4)«1.0303393E-03« CPA ol7 
2XT(5)-1.7159795E-04«X1(6)*9.1627911E-06«XT(7) CPA ol8 
RETURN CPA 019 
END CPA 020 
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C CALCULATE SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO FOR FUEL 
DIMENSION 
1XT(7).A(7) 
WRITE (6.100) ^ ^ ^.«^^^« ^« 
100 FORMAT (//120H SUBROUdNE CPF HAS BEEN CALLED UPON •••••*•••••••••••••••• 




GO TO b 
2 IF(3000.-T)3.4,4 
3 TXS3000. 
GO TO 5 
4 TXaT 
5 XT(l)aTX/1000. 
DO 6 Ia2.7 






































\ 3 / Laboratory 
Lis t ing o f C o d e ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
SUBROUTINE r P W ( P , T . F , « , r P w X ) CPW 001 
CCPW ' CPW 0 0 2 
C CALCULATE SPECIFIC HEAT FOR WATEO VAPOR CPW 003 
DIMENSION CPW 004 
1XT(7),A(7) CPW 005 
WRITE (6.100) ••••••#• 
100 FORMAT (//120H SUBROUdNE CPW HAs BEEN CALLED UPON •••••••••••••••••••••• 
I • 
2««.//) •••••«•• 
IF(T-400.) 1,2.2 CPW O06 
1 TXa«00. CPW 007 
GO TO 5 CPW 008 
2 IF(3000.-T)3,4,4 CPW 009 
3 TX03000. CPW OlO 
GO TO 5 CPW oil 
4 TXaT CPW 012 
5 X T d ) « T X / 1 0 0 0 . CPW 013 
DO 6 I a 2 . 7 CPW 014 
6 X T ( I ) a x T d - l ) « X T ( 1 ) CPW 015 
C P W X a 4 . b 7 ? B 8 5 0 E - 0 l * 9 . / 0 0 7 b 5 6 E - 0 2 » x T d ) * 1 . 6 5 3 6 4 0 9 E - 0 l CPw 0 I 6 
l « X T ( 2 ) - 4 , 1 1 3 8 0 6 6 E - 0 2 « X T ( 3 ) - 2 . 6 9 7 q 5 7 5 t - 0 2 « X T ( 4 ) * 2 . 2 6 l 9 2 4 3 E - 0 2 CPw 017 
? « X T ( 5 ) - 6 . 2 7 0 6 2 o r E - O J * X T ( 6 ) • 6 . 2 2 4 ( t , 7 l o E - 0 4 « X T ( 7 ) CPW 0 I 8 
RETURN CPW 019 
END CPW 020 
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SUBROUTINE P R A T 1 0 ( T F F . G A M X , R X , P T P S » P R T C L ) PPIO oOl 
CPRATIO RPIO 002 
C CALCULATE PRESSURE R A d O PRIO 003 
LOGICAL PREVER.SRFLAG •••••••• 
COMMON SRFLAG •••••••• 
IF(SRFLAG) wRlTE(6»10000) •••••••• 
10000 FORMAT(44H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN M A D F iN SUBROUTINE PRATIO) ••*••••• 
A«GAMX/(bAMX-l,) PRIO O04 
B-2./GAMX PRIO O05 
C«(GAMX*l,)/6AMX PRIO 006 
0«TFF«SORT(HX/(64.3481*A) ) PRIO 007 
PCRIT»((GAMX»1.)/2.)««A PRIO O08 
PUPsPCRIT P«10 009 
PLOwal.O PRIO OlO 
pTRMOaO.O RRIO Oil 
1 PTRa(PUP*PL0w)/2. PRIO 012 
DELFM«SORTd./(PTR««R)-1 ,/(PTR»«r) )-0 PRIO ol3 
IF(CELFM)2.3.i PRIO nl* 
2 PLOwaPTR PRIO 0l5 
QO TO 4 PRIO 016 
3 PUPaPTR PRIO 017 
4 PRE"(PTR-PTRMO)/PTR PRIO Ol8 
IF (ABS(PRE)-PRT0L)6.6.b PRIO ol9 
5 P T R M O - P T R PRIO 020 
GO TO 1 PRIO 021 
6 IF(PCRIT-PTR)7,8,8 PRIO o?2 
7 PTPS-PCHIT PRIO 023 
GO TO 9 PRIO 024 
e pTPS-PTR PRIO 025 
9 CONTINUE PRIO 026 
IF(SRFLAG) wRlTE(6.20000) ••*••••• 
20000 FORMAT(4bH AN EXIT HAS HEEN MAOE FROM SUBROUTINE PRATIO) •••••••• 
RETURN PRIO 027 
END PRIO 028 
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COMF-ON / S N T R P / G . A J . P R T ' C . I C A S E , P R F V E R , M F S T O P , J U M P , L O P I N , I S C A S E » 





10000 FORMAT(44H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN MAUF IN SUBROUTINE CHECK ) 
no 1 1*1.4 
CALL SLlTETd.J) 
GO TO (?.l) ,J 
1 CONTlNue 
J»2 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
SUBROUTINE STAlA STIA oOl 
CSTAIA STIA 002 
C STIA O03 
REAL MFSTOP STIA 004 
LOGICAL PREVER.SRFLAG ••••••»• 
COMMON SRFLAG •••••»#» 
COMt^ ON /SNTCP/G.AJ.PRf-C.ICASE,PRFVER.MFSTOP.JUMP,LOPIN.ISCASE. STIA 006 
IKN,GAMF,IP,SCRIT,PTRK.ISECT.KSTG,WTOL,RHOTOL.PRTOL.TRLOOP»LSTG, ••••«•»• 
2LRRC»IHRC.ICHOKE.ISORH,CHOKE.PT0PS1(6,8),PTRS2(6.8).TRDIAG.SC.RC STIA 008 
30ELPR.PASS.IPC.LOPCISS STIA o09 
C STIA OlO 
COMMON /SINIT/H1(6.8)»H2(6.P),DPo(6.8).OPl(6.8).DPIA(6.8).DP2(6.8)STlA Oil 
1,DP2A(6.8).CSALFI(6.8).ALFI(6,8),CS8ET2(6.8).BET2(6,8).RAOSO(6,8).STIA ol2 
2RADR0(6.B),ANNl(6.8),ANN2(6.8).ANN2A(6.8).ANNIA(6.8)•U1A(6.8)« STIA ol3 
3U2(6.8).ANNO(6.8).PT0(6.8).TT0(6,8).ALPHA0(6.8).PTP(6.8) STIA 0l4 
C STIA 015 
COMMON /SINPUT/ RSL.TSL.PSL.GAMSi . ••••«•»» 
1PTPS.PTIN,TTIN,WAIR,FAIP,0ELC,0ELL.DELA,AACS,VCT0.STG.SECT,EXPN. STIA 017 
2EXPP.EXPHE. RPM.PAF.SLl.STGCH.FNOjOH.NAMEdO).TITLE(10).PCNH(6).*«««•»•• 




76.8).0MEGAR(6.8).BSIA(6.8).8SMRIA(6,8).8CMNIA(6.8).81(6.8),B2(6.8)ST 1 A o23 
8.83(6.8).84(6.8).85(6.8).B6(6.8),SESTHI(8),RERTHI(8) STIA o24 
C STIA 025 
REAL MO STIA 026 
COMMON /SSTA01/CP0(8). PS0(6,8).V0(6.8).TS0(6.ST1A o27 
ia).VU0(6.8).V20(6.8).HHOSO(6.8).PSl(6.8) .WGTI(8).TA1(8).WGI(6.8). STIA o28 
2 DPDRl(6.8).SI(6,8). CPl(8).PHI 1(6.8),TS1(6.8),VI(6,8)ST 1 A o29 
3,RHOSl(6.8).ALFlE(6.e).VUl(6.8).VZ1(6.8).MO(6.8).WGT0(8).WG0(6,B) •••••«•» 
REAL MRIA STIA o31 
COMMON /5STA1A/VU1A(6.8),wGlA(6,P).W6T1A(8),VZ1A(6.8). CP1A(8), STIA o32 
1PS1A(6.8),RU1A(6.8).R1A(6.8).HET1A(6.8).RI(6.8).TTRIA(6.8).PTR1A(6ST1A o33 
2,8),MRlA(6,H).TSlA(6,t) »«••»»»» 
C DETERMINE FLOW CONLITIONS RELATIVE TO ROTOR. FIND INCIDENCE STIA 035 
C ANGLE RECOVERY ROlOR INLET STATIONS. OBTAIN GAS PROPERTIES, STIA o36 
C ABSOLUTE TANGENTIAL COMPONENT VELOCITY ADJUSTED FOR DIAMETER STIA 037 
C CHANGE TO CONSERVE ANGULAR MOMENTUM, AXIAL COMPONENT STIA o38 
C VELOCITY ADJUSTED FOR WEIGHT FLOW, AREA,. AND DENSITY CHANGE STlA 039 
C FROM STA 1. STIA 040 
C STIA 041 
C STIA 042 
IF(SRFLAG) WR1TE(6.10(300) «•»»««•» 
10000 FORMAT{44H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN MAOF 1N SUBROUTINE STAIA ) ••••««•» 
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I = IR 
ID=-1 
TSlA(I.K)sTSl d.K) 
RATIO OF FLOW CHANGE 
WRaRWG(3.K)/RW6(2.K) 
TOTAL STATION FLOW 
WGTlA(K)awR»v«GTl (K) 
ADJUST TANGENTIAL VELOCITY 




ADJUST AXIAL VELOCITY 
1 VZlAd,K)awR«VZl (I,K)«ANN1 d.K) •RHOSl ( I .K) / ( ANN! A (1 ,K) 
1«RH0STR) 




GO TO 4 
3 IF(GAMF)12.12.2 
12 TAIA a.5«(TT0d»K)*lSlAd,K) ) 




DELTSa(Vl(I.K)»Vl(I.K)-VIA -VIA )/(2,»G»AJ»CPlA(K)) 
TSlA(l,K)aTSl(I.K)»OELTS 










B E T l A ( I , K ) a A T A N 2 ( S B E T U . S(JRT ( I ."SBET1A •SBETIA ) ) 





IF(TRTS1A.GT.1,) GO TU 32 
PREVER a .TRUE. 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
32 TTHlA(I.K)aTSlA(I.K)«lRTSlA 
R I ( I . K ) = B E T I A ( I . K ) - R A C R 0 ( I . K ) 
IF (R I d.K) ,GT. 1.570796) Rl d ,K ) =i , 570 796 
IF (RI d.K) .LT.-1,5707^6) RKI.KJs -1,570796 
IF(RI d.K) )9.9,10 
9 EXPRaExPN 
GO TO 11 
FXPRsEXPP 
PRPSIA ad.•(TRTSIA - 1 , ) » E T A R R ( I . K ) » ( C 0 S ( R I (I.K) ) • • 
lEXPR))««tXI 
PTRlA(I,K)aPSUd.K)«FRPSlA 





GO TO 13 
CONTINUE 
CALL C H E C K ( J ) 
GO TO (17.18)»J 
17 CALL 0IAGT(3) 
18 IF(SRFLAG) WRITE(6.20000) 
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SUBROUTINE STA? ST2 OOl 
CSTA2 ST2 002 
C SATISFY CONTINUITY OF FLOW AT ROTOR EXiT ST2 003 
C ST2 004 
REAL MFSTOP ST2 005 
LOGICAL PREVER.SRFLAG •••••••• 
COMMON SRFLAG •••••••• 
COMMON /SNTCP/G.AJ,PRHC.ICASE.PRFVER,MFSTOP,JUMP,LOPIN,ISCASE. ST2 007 
1KN,GAMF,1P,SCRIT,PTRN.ISECT.KSTG,WT0L,WH0T0L.PRT0L.TRL00P,LSTG, •«•••••• 
2LHRC.IHRC.TCHOKE,ISORH,CHOKE.PTOPSl(6,«),PTRS2(6.8).TRDIAG.SC.RC ST2 009 
3DELPR.PASS,IPC.LOPC.ISS ST2 olO 
C ST2 Oil 
COMMON /SINIT/Hl(6.«)»H2(6.fl),DPo(6,8).OPl(6.8).OPlA(6.8)•0P2(6.8)ST? 0l2 
l,0P2A(6.b).rSALFl(6.8).ALF1(6,8),CSHET2(6.8).8ET2(6«R).RADSO(6.8).ST2 ol3 
2RADRU(6.8) .ANNI (6.8),ANN2(6.8).ANN2A(6.8).ANNlA(6.e),UIA(6.8). ST2 0l4 
3U2(6.a).ANNO(6.8).PT0(6.8).TT0(6,8).ALPHA0(6.8).PTP(6.8) ST2 0l5 
C ST2 016 
COMMON / S I N P U T / RSL.TSL.PSL.GAMSi . • • • • • • • • 
1 P T P S , P T I N , T T I N , W A I R , F A I W , 0 E L C , 0 E | L . O E L A , A A C S , V C T 0 , S T 6 . S E C T . E X P N , ST2 0 l 8 
2 F X P P , E X P R E , R P M . P A F . S L I . S T G C H . F N O j O H . N A M E d O ) , T I T L E ( 1 0 ) . P C N H ( 6 ) . • • • * • • • • 
3 R V ( 6 , 8 ) . G A M ( 6 » 8 ) . O R ( 6 ' 8 ) . U T ( 6 . 8 ) , R W G ( 6 . 8 ) . A L P H A S ( 6 . 8 ) . A L P H A 1 ( 6 , 8 ) . • • • • • • • • 
4 E T A K S ( 6 . d ) , F T A S ( 6 . 8 ) . C F S ( 6 . P ) . A N n O ( 6 . 8 ) . B E T A l ( 6 . 8 ) . B E T A 2 ( 6 , 8 ) . E T A R S T 2 o21 
5 R ( 6 , 8 ) , E T A R ( 6 . « ) , C F R ( 6 , 8 ) , T F R ( 6 , q ) . A N O O H ( 6 . 8 ) . O M E G A S ( 6 , 8 ) . A S O ( 6 , 8 ) S T 2 o22 
6 , A S M P 0 ( 6 . H ) , A C M N 0 ( 6 . 8 ) . A l ( 6 . 8 ) . A ? ( 6 . 8 ) . A 3 ( 6 . 8 ) , A 4 ( 6 , f l ) . A 5 ( 6 . 8 ) , A 6 ( S T 2 o23 
7 6 . 8 ) , 0 M E G A R ( 6 . 8 ) . B S I A ( 6 . 8 ) . R S M P I A ( 6 , 8 ) . H C M N I A ( 6 . 8 ) , B 1 ( 6 . 8 ) » 8 2 ( 6 . 8 ) S T 2 o24 
e.B3(6.8).H4(6.8).85(6.8).B6(6.8),s£STHi(8).RERTHI(8) ST? 0?5 
C ST2 026 
REAL MRIA ST2 027 
COMMON /SSTA1A/VU1A(6»8).wGlA(6.B)twGTlA(8).VZ1A(6.8). CP1A(8), ST2 028 
lPSlA{6.H),RUlA(6.8).RiA(6.8).BETiA(6.8),RI(6.8).TTRlA(6,8).PTRlA(6ST2 o29 
2,8),MR1A(6.8).TSlA(6.b) •••••••• 
C ST2 031 
COMMON /bSTA2/V2(6.8).TTR2(6»8).PTR2(6.8).wG2(6.8).WGT2(8).TA2(8)»ST2 032 
1 PS2(6.8) .Pt-12(6.8) ST2 033 
C ST2 034 
REAL MR2,M2 .MF2 ST2 035 
COMMON /bFL0w2/T82(6.6).CP2(8).R?(6.8)»RH0S2(6.8),BET2E(6.8).RU2(6ST? o36 
1.8),VU2(6,8).UPDR2(6.b),V/2(6.8),MR2(6.8).MF2(6.8).M2(6.8) ST2 037 
C ST2 038 
DIMENSION WGT2C(8).FFA2(6.8).IS2(8) ST2 039 
C ST2 040 
C ST2 041 
IF(SRFLAG) WRITE(6.10000) ••••••»• 
10000 FORMAT(44H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN MAOF IN SUBROUTINE STA2 ) •••••••• 
KaKN •••«••»• 
jal ST2 042 
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DO 1 lal.iSECT 















3 CALL FL0W2d) 
IF (PREVER) GO TO 22 
WGT2C(K)awGT2C{K)^wG2(I.K) 
L=l 










IF (PTRS2d.K)-l.) 19.19.3 
19 PTRS2(I.K) a 1.0 • PHTOL 







GO TO 10 
9 lS2(K)alS?(K)^l 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
IFdCHOKE.EQ.L) PTRS2dP,K) • PRiiP 
I F ( w G T 2 ( K ) - w G T 2 C ( K ) ) l 2 , 1 5 . 1 l 
pRLOwa PTRS2dP.K) 
GO TO 13 
PRUPa PTRS2( IP.K) 
I S 2 ( K ) a i 
WE=1.-WGT2(K)/WGT2C(K) 
J « J * l 
I F ( J - 3 2 ) 2 9 . 1 8 . 1 d 
I F d C H O K t - L ) 3 0 . 3 1 . 3 0 
SCRIT" -WE 
GO TO 15 
I F ( L 0 P I N ) 1 4 . 1 4 . 1 5 „ .. 










IF (PTRS2(IP.K).LE.PRCRIT) PRPr»0,0 
GO TO 3 
SCRIT" 1. 










60 TO (20,21).J 
CALL 0IAGT(4) 
60 TO 22 
CALL LOOP 
IF(SRFLAG) WRITE(6.20000) 
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COMMON /SIN1T/H1(6.8).H2(6.R).OPO(6.8).DPI(6.8).DPI A(6.8).DP2(6,8)FLw2 0l2 
I,OP?A(6.8).CSALFI(6.e).ALFl(6.8),CS8ET2(6.8),BET2(6.8).RADSO(6,8).FLW2 ol3 
2RA0fiD(6.8).ANNl(6.8).ANN?(6.8).ANN2A(6.8)»ANN1A(6.8),UIA(6.8). FLW2 ol4 
3U2(fc»8).ANNO(6,8)fPT0(6.8).TTO(6.8).ALPHA0(6.8).PTP(6.8) FLW2 015 
FLW? 016 
COMMON /SINPUT/ RSL.TSL.PSL.GAMSL. ••»•«••• 







e.B3(6.8).H4(6»8).B5(6.8).86(6.8),StSTHi(8).RERTHi(8) FLW2 o?5 
FLW2 026 
C0Mh"0N /SSTA2/V2(6.«).TTR2(6,8),PTR2(6.e).WG?(6.8),W6T2(8),TA2{8).FLW2 o?7 
1 PS2(6»8) .Pt-12(6.8) FLW2 0?8 
FLW? o?9 
REAL MRif.M? .MF2 FLW2 o30 
COMMON /SFL0w2/TS2(6.e).CP2(8).R?(6.8).RH0b2(6.8).BET2E(6.8).RU?(6FLW? o31 
1.8).VU2(b,8),0PUH2(6,fc).VZ2(6,8),MR2(6.8) .MF2(6,8) ,M?(6.8) FLW? O3? 
FLW? 033 
DIMENSION P1AS?C(H).Phl2C(H).R2C(6.8).TS2C(6.8),RH0S?C(6.8).wG?C(6FLW2 034 














ISENTHOPIC ROTOR RELATIVE 
PHI2(I.K)a PTRS2(I.K)««EX 
IF (CMEGARd.K) )2,2»1 
CALL LOSSpd.K) 
MADF IN SUHROUTINE FLOW? ) 
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EXIT TEMPERATURES FLW2 O43 
2 TS2(I.K)=TTR2(I.K)»(l.-ETARd,K)»(l,-l,/PHI2(I.K) )) FLW2 044 
IF(I-IP)6,3.6 FLW? 045 
3 IF( GAMF)4.4.5 FLW? 046 
4 TA2(K)=,b»(TTHp(l,K)^lS2d.K) ) FLW2 047 
CALL GAMHA(PTR2d.K) ,1A2(K) , F A I R , W A I H , 6 A M ( 4 , K ) ) FLW2 048 
5 EXI=GAM(4,K)/(6AM(4,K)-1,) FLW2 049 
EXai./ExI FLW2 050 
CRITICAL PRESSURE H A T I O F L W 2 051 
CALL PHlM(EXl.ETAR(I.K),PHI?C(K),P1AS2C(K)) FLW2 052 
SPECIFIC HEAT AT C C N S T A N T PRESSURE FLW2 053 
6 CP2(K)= RV(4.K)»EXI/A» •»•*•»•• 
NELATIVE EXIT VELOCITY FLW? o55 
R2d.K)aS0RT(2.»G*Aj«CP2(K)«(TTR7(I.K)-TS2(I.K) ) ) FLW? o56 
EXIT PRESSURE FLW2 o57 
P S 2 d . K ) * PTR2(1.K)/ HTRS2d,K) FLW? o58 
EXIT DENSITY FLW? o59 
RH0S2d.K)al44.«PS2(I.K)/(RV(4.K)«TS2d.K)) •••••••» 
TEST CRITICAL PRESSURE RATIO FLW? o61 
IF( PTRS2(I.K)-P1AS?C(K))15. 7.7 F L W ? O 6 2 
7 IF (IP-I) 2?,8.<e2 FLW2 063 
8 IF (PHPC)9.9.18 FLW2 o64 
9 PWPC=1. FLW2 065 
PT>«S?(I .K)sPlAb2C(K)« (1.•PRTOL) FLW2 o66 
GO TO 10 FLW2 067 
22 IF (PTRS2(I.K) .LE.PrpS2dP.K) ) GO TO 18 FLW2 o68 
GO TO 13 FLW2 069 
18 IF ( (I.EU.l) .OP. (I.EG.ISECT) ) SrRn«l. FLW2 o70 
GO TO 11 FLW? 071 
11 CONTINUE FLW? 07? 
R2Cd.K)esQWT (2.»G»AJ«CP2(K)»TTR?(I.K)«ETAR(I.K)»( FLw2 o73 
1PHI?C(K)-1.)/PHl?C(K)) FLW2 074 
TS2r(I,K)aTTR2(l.K)«(l.-ETAB(I,K)«(l..l./PHI?C(K))) FLW? 075 
RH0S2C(I ,K) = 144.«PTW2 <I»K)/(HV(4.K>'P1 AS2C(K)•TS2C(I.K) ) ••«••«•• 
W62C d .K) = R H C S ? C d.K)«H2Cd .K) »ANN2d.K)«CS8ET2d .K) FLW? o77 
12 wG2(I»K)=wG?C(I.K) FLW? 078 
GO TO 14 FLW? 079 
13 IF( PWPC-1 .)lb,15,24 FLW? 080 
24 WG2(1.K)=RFF d.K)*PTR« ( I ,^)/S(JRT(T1R2d.K) ) FLW? 081 
GO TU 1*» FLW? 082 
CVEREXPANSlO'M AFTE^- bUREPSONIr FLUW DECREASE FLW? o83 
14 CHET2Ed »K)=«G?( I .K) / (HHOb?(I.K)«P2(1.K)«ANN2d.K) ) FLW2 084 
B E T ? E ( I.K )=ATAN^( SUWT (l.-CHFT?E (1 ,K)«CeET2E (I.K) ) ,C8ET2Ed.K) ) FLW? o 85 
GO TO Ifa FLW? 086 
15 WG?(I.K)=RH0S2d.K)«Re(I,K)«ANN?(I.K)«CSHET2(I.K) FLW? o87 
CHET2Ed.K)aCSHET2(I.K) FLW? o88 
HET?Ed.K)= 8ET<;(I,K) FLw? o89 
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RFF(I.K)=w62d,K)«S(JRl (TTR2{I.K))/PTR2(I.K) FLW2 090 
16 RU2(I.K)aR2(i,K)«SlN(eET2E(I.K)) FLW2 091 
VU2(I.K)aRU2(I.K)-U2(l.K) FLW2 o92 
DP0R2(I.K)a (RH0S2(I.K)•VU?(I .K)•VU2(I .K)/(6»0P2(I.K)))•,01388889#»*«»»«« 
VZ2d.K)=R2(I.K)«CBETcE(I.K) FLW2 094 
AS2(I.K)aSQRT(GAM(4.K)^G»RV(4,K)«TS2(I.K)) •««»•«•• 
V2(I.K)=S0RT(VZ2(I.K)«VZ2(I.K)*Vii2d.K)«VU2(I.K) ) FLW2 096 
M2(I.K)aV?(I.K)/AS2(I.K) FLW? 097 
MR2(I.K)aR2(I.K)/AS2(I.K) FLW2 098 
MF2(I.K)=MR?(I,K)«CBEI2E(I.K) FLW2 099 
IFd.LT.lSECT) GO TO 17 FLW2 100 
IF(PRPC.tQ.l.) PRPC»2. FLW2 101 
17 CALL CHECK(J) FLw2 102 
GO TO d9.<:i) .J FLW2 103 
19 CALL 0IAGT(4) FLW2 104 
21 IF(SRFLAG) WRlTE(6.20000) »»•••»•» 
20000 FORMAT(4bH AN EXIT HAS BEEN MADE FROM SUBROUTINE FL0W2 ) *«•••»«« 
RETURN »••»•»•• 
END - FLW2 106 
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SUBROUTINE L0SS2(I.K) L0S2 OOl 
L0S2 002 
CALCULATE ETA R FROM (iUADRATIC PnL>NMOMAL LOS? 003 
L0S2 004 
MFSTOP L0S2 005 
CAL PREVER,SRFLAG •••••••• 
ON SRFLAG •••••••• 
ON /SNTCP/G.AJ.PRHC.ICASE,PRFVER,MFSTOP,JUMP,LOPIN.ISCASE. L0S2 007 
AMF.IP.SCRIT,PTRN.ISECT.KST6,WT0L,RH0T0L«PRT0L.TRL00P»LST6, L0S2 008 
,IBRC,ICH0KE,IS0RH,CHOKE.PTOPSl(6,6),PTRS2(6.8),TRDIAG.SC.RC. L0S2 009 
R.PASS.IPC.LOPC.ISS L0S2 olO 
L0S2 Oil 
ON /SINPUT/ RSL.TSL.PSL.GAMSi, •••••••• 
.PTIN,TTIN,»iAlR,FAIR,UELC,DEI L .DELA , AACS, VCT0.ST6.SECT .EXPN, L0S2 ol3 




PU(6.8) .ACMNO(6.6).A1(6,8).A7(6.B).A3(6.8).A4(6,8).AS(6.8).A6(L0S2 0I8 
,0MEGAR(6.8).8SIA(6.8).RSMPlA(6,e).BCMNIA(6.8)*B1(6.8).82(6.8)LOS? ol9 
6.8).B4(6.8).85(6.8).86(6.8),StSTHi(8),RERTHI(8) LOS? o20 
L0S2 021 
MRIA L0S2 022 




ON /SSTA2/V2(6.8).TTR2(6.R).PTR2(6.8).WG2(6.8).WGT2(8).TA2(8).L0S2 027 
PS2(6.8).PHI2(6.e) L0S2 o28 
L0S2 029 
LOS? 030 
IF(SRFLA6) wRlTE(6.10000) ••«••••• 
F0Rr'AT(44H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN MAOF IN SUBROUTINE LOSS? ) •••••••• 
ETAPR(I,K)ai,0 LOS? 031 
IF(RI d.K) )4.1,2 L0S2 032 
WlA2sOMEGAR(I.K) L0S2 033 
GO TO 8 L0S2 o34 
ASaHl(I,K) L0S2 035 
AC=e2d.K) L0S2 036 
AQaB3(I.K) L0S2 o37 
IF(HSMPIA(I,K)-RId.K))3.6.6 L0S2 038 
WMWfiaWi (l,K)/BSMPIAd.K) L0S2 039 
ARsPSMPlA(I,K)/BSIA(I.K) LOS? 040 
GO TO 7 LOS? 041 
AS=e4(I,K) L0S2 042 
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HANDLES ALL LOGIC HOR ITFRATIMG TO OBTAIN EXACT CHOKE POINT-
UNDERFLCo. NO CHOKE INITIAL CHOKE. CHOKE ITERATION 
SU8C«ITICAL. CHOKE TTERATION SUPERCRITICAL.MULTIPLE 
CHUKEf Cf-OKE ITERATION COMPLETE 
REAL ^'FSTOP 
LOGICAL PREVER.SHFLAG 
COMh-ON S R F L A G 
COMKON / S N T C P / G . A J . P B H C . I C A S E , P R F V E R » M F S T O P . J U M P , L O P I N , I S C A S E . 
I K N . G A M F . l P . S C W n . P T R N . I S E C T . K S T G . w T O L . H H O T O L . P R T O L . T R L O O P . L S T G . 
2 L H R C . I B M C , T I " H O K E , I S 0 R H , C H O K E . P T 0 P S 1 ( 6 , 6 ) . P T R S 2 ( 6 . 8 ) . T R D I A Q . S C . R C 
a O E L P R . P A S S . I P C . L O P C . I i J S 
COMh-ON / S I N P U T / R S L . T S L « P S L . G A M S | . . ' -
1 P T P S . P T I N , T T I N , « A I R . F A I H , U E L C . D E | . L » D E L A . A A C S . 8 L L 0 . S T G » S E C T . E X P N . 
2 F X P P . E X P H E . RPM.PAF.su I . S T G C H . F N D J O H . N A M E ( I 0 ) . T I T L E ( 1 0 ) . P C N H ( 6 
3 R V ( ^ . H ) .GAM(f«.R) . 0 R ( 6 » 8 ) .UT ( f t , 8 ) , R W G ( 6 . « ) .ALPHAS ( 6 . 8 ) . A L P H A I ( 6 . 8 
4 E T A l i S ( 6 , h ) . K T A S ( f t . 8 ) . C F S ( 6 . « ) . A N n O ( 6 » H ) . H E T A l ( 6 . 8 ) .BET A2 ( 6 . 8 ) .ET 
5 R ( 6 . H ) , t - T A R ( f t . f l ) » C F H ( f c . h ) . T F R ( 6 . « ) .ANOCh ( b . H ) .OMEGAS ( 6 , 8 ) .ASO ( 6 . 
ft.AS^'PQ ( h . 8 ) . A C M N 0 ( 6 . e > . A l ( 6 . 8 ) . A ? ( b . 8 ) » A 3 ( 6 . 8 ) . A 4 ( 6 . H ) . A 5 ( h . 8 ) . A 
7 f t . 8 ) . 0 M F ( j A R ( 6 . 8 ) . « S I A ( 6 » 8 ) . R S M P I A ( 6 . 8 ) . H C M N I A ( 6 . 8 ) . B ) ( 6 . 8 ) . B 2 ( 6 . 
e . B 3 ( 6 . 8 ) . R 4 ( b . 8 ) . B 5 ( 6 » 8 ) . b 6 ( 6 . 8 ) . S E S l H l ( 8 ) . R E R T H I ( 8 ) 
IF(SHFLAG) v»RlTE(6.10000) 
F0Rr'AT(<,4H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN MAOF 1N SUBROUTINE LOOP ) 
IJ=«*KSTfa 
INCREASE BLADt ROw COUNTER 
IBRCalPRC+l 
TEST NEGATIVE SECTOR PRESSURE RATIO 
IF (PTRN)18.1.1 
TEST CHOKE ITERATION CN BLADE ROw 
1 IF ( ICH()KE-lbRC)3.2.3 
TEST INCREMf-NT TOLERANCE 
2 IF (PRT0L-DEL>^R)3»3.4 
TEST STATION FLOW CRllICAL 
3 IF (SCRIT)5.5»6 






































































Listing of Code (continued) 





GO TO 18 
23 DELPR=DELA 
60 TO 24 
5 IF (ICHOKE-IBRC)18.7,18 
C TEST CHOKE ITERATION LOOP 
6 lF(ISS-IbRC)e.)8,18 
C CHOKE ITERATION 
C ISORR a I FOR STATOR 




GO TO 16 




801 FORMAT(IbXloHBLADE RC« 13.8H CH0KFD,4x5HPTPbaF10.5) 
C TEST SINGLE CALCULATION POINT 
9 IF (DELC)IR.18.10 
C TEST PREVIOUS CHOKE 
10 IF (IPC)11,11»12 







60 TO 13 
12 JL=LSTGS*(ISORRb-l)«e 
OELNU a (PTOPSl(IP.JL)-SPTPS)/4. 
IF (OELNU.LE,0.0001) UELNU = S0E|PR/4. 
OELPR a UELNU 
SDEl.PR a DELNU 
WRITE (6.1201) iPC.IBRCtOELf'R 
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GO TO 17 
C TEST PREVIOUS COMPLETE CALCULATION 





C SET INDEX REGISTERS 
16 CONTINUE 
LOPCaLOPC*l • • -
C SET JUMP FOR CHOKE ITERATION 
17 JUM^ Jal 
60 TO 19 
C JUMP SET FOR NO CHOKE OR CHOKE COMPLETE 
18 jUMPaO 
C TEST LOOP-TNACE 
19 IF (THLOUP)21,21,20 
20 WRnE(6.2001) IBRC«LHRC.IS0RR,KN,| S TG» I>'C.ISS, ICHOKE , JUMP ,LHRCS, 
1IS0RRS,LSTRS,SPTPS,PTOPSl(IP.JL),DELPR»DELL,SCRIT,LOPC 
20 01 FORMAT{3X12I5/3X4F10.5,F10,0,I10) 
21 IF(SRFLAG) wRlTE(6,20000) 
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DETERMINE INLET FLO- CONDITIONS TO ALL 
















































5R(6.H),ETAR(6.8).CFR(e.8).TFR(6.P).ANDCR (6,8),OMEGAS(6,8),ASO(ft,8)ST2A o24 
6,AS^ 'P0 (b,R) .ACMNO (6«8>.A1(6,8),A;?(6,B),A3(6,8),A4(6,8),A5(6,8),A6(ST2A o25 
76,8),0MEGAR(6,8),BSIA(6,8),BSMPIA(6,8),bCMNIA(6,8),B1(6,8),B2(6,8)ST2A o26 
8,B3(6»8),B4(6»8),85(6*8),B6(6,8).SESTHI(8),RERTHI(8) ST2A o27 
ST2A o2H 
REAL MO ST?A 029 
COMMON /SSTAOl/CPO(H), PS0(ft,8),V0(6,H).TS0(6tST?A 030 
18).VU0(6,8),VZ0(6,8),HHUS0(6,8),PSl(6,ti) . wGTl(8).TAK8).WQl(6.8). ST?A o31 
2 DPOMl(6,e».SI(6,8). CPl(ft) .PHll(6.8).TSl(6.8),V1(6.8)ST?A o3? 
3.RHCS1(6,H),ALFlE(6,e).VUl(ft.H),vZl(6.8).M0(6.»).wGT0(8),w60(b,d) •»«••••• 
ST?A 034 
REAL MHIA ST?A o3b 




COMMON /SSTA2/V2(tt,8),TTR^(ft,H) .PTH?(ft.d) .W62(6.8),WGT2(H),TA2(«),ST?A o40 
1 PS2(b,d) ,P»-I?(b,H) ST?A 041 
ST?A 042 
REAL MHif,M2 ,MF2 ST?A o43 
COMMON /SFL0«2/TS2(6,fc),CP2(«).MP(6,B).RHUS?(6,M),BET2E(6.8).Ru?(6ST?A o44 
1 .H) ,VU? (6,8) ,UP0R2 (6,t),V/:2(6,H),wH?(ft.ri),Mf:?(6,8),M2(6.H) ST?A n4S 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
ST?A 046 
REAL M?A.MF?a ST2A 047 
COMMON /SSTA2A/wG2A(6.8),W6T2A(8»,VU2A(6,8),VZ2A(6,8)»PS2A(6t8), ST2A o48 
lALF2A(6,d),TT2A(6,8),PT2A(6,8)»TTBAR(8),PTBAR(8),STT0<8),SPTO(fl), ST2A o49 
2M2A(6,8),MF2A(6,8),CP2A(8),V2A(6,8),Ts2A(6,8),TAS(8),PAS(8),6AMS(8ST2A O 5 0 
3 ) » C P S ( 8 ) , D E L H V D ( 6 » 8 ) , H V B A R ( 8 ) •••••#•• 
C ST2A 052 
DIMENSION TTTS2A(6.8) ST2A o53 
C ST2A 054 
C ST2A 055 
IF(SRFLAG) WHITE(6,10000) •«••••»• 
10000 FORMAT(44H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN M A O F IN SUBROUTINE STA2A ) •««••»•• 
K=KN »»•»«••• 
lDs-1 ST2A 056 
I=IP ST?A 057 
TS2A(I,K)aTS2(I,K) ST2A 058 
WRaHw6(5,K)/fiWH(4,K) ST2A 059 
SUMTaO.O ST2A 060 
S U M L T « 0 . 0 - --• ST2A 061 
SUMLPao.O ST2A 062 
wGT2A(K)awR«wGT2(K) 5T2A 063 
12 VU2a (I,K)aVil2(I,K)«DP^ (1,K)/0P2A(I»K) S T ? A 064 
WG2A(I,K)sWR«wG2(I,K) ST2A 065 
RH0STR=RH0S2(I,K) ST2A 066 
1 VZ2A(I,K)aWR«VZ2(I,K)^ANN2(I,K)^RH0S2(I,K)/(ANN2A{l,K)^RH0STR) 5T2A o67 
V2A(I,K)aSQRT(VU2A(I,K)^VU2A(I,K)•VZ2A(I»K)»VZ2A(I,K)) ST2A o68 
IF(I-IP)4,2,4 ST2A o69 
2 IF( GAMF)3»3«4 ST2A 070 
3 TA2A a.5^(TTR2(I,K)*TS2A(l,K)) ST2A o71 
CALL GAMMA(PTR2(IP»K)•TA2A ,FATRIwAiR,6AM(5»K)) ST2A 072 
4 EXa(GAM(5,K)-l.)/6AM(5,K) ST2A 073 
EXI«1./EA ST2A 074 
CP2A(K)aHv(5,K)«EXI/Aw •»»*»»•• 
DELTS«(V2(I,K)^V2(I,K»-V2A(I,K)«v2A(I,K))/(2.«6^AJ^CP2A(K)) ST2A 076 
TS2A(I,K)«TS2(I,K)*DEI.TS ST2A o77 
IF(TS2A(I,K).GT.O.) GC TO 3? ST2A o78 
PREVER a .TRUE, ST2A 079 
MFSTOP a 2. ST2A OftO 
60 TO 30 ST2A 081 
32 PS2A(I,K)aPS2<I»K)»(l.»DELTs/TS2(ItK))»«EXI ST2A 082 
RH0S2A al4,4.^PS2A (I,K)/(RV(5,K)^TS2A(I,K) ) »»*»»«»• 
IF(ABS(RH0STR-RH0S2A )-1.E-07)6,6,5 ST2A 0q4 
5 RHOSTRaRH0S?A ST2A o85 
60 TO 1 ST2A 086 
6 SALF2A aVU2A(I,K)/V2A(I,K) ST2A 087 
ALF2A(I,K)»ATAN2(SALF2A ,S(JRT(1.-SALF2A •SALF2A )) ST2A o88 
11 IF (I-IP)28,24,28 ST2A 089 
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GO TO 27 

















60 TO 12 
15 CONTINUE 













no 23 Ial,ISECT 
29 SI(I.K*l)aALF2A(I,K)- RADS0(I,K*i) 
IF(SI (I,K*1) .GT. 1.570796) SKl.K^D* 1.570796 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
60 TO 117 ST2A i36 
10 EXPSIaExPP ST2A 137 
117 IF (PAF-1.)19,20,21 ST2A i38 
C UNIFORM PROFILES ST2A 139 
19 PTP(I.K*l)aPTBAR(K) ST2A 140 
PTO(I.K*l)a PTP(I,K*1) ST2A \<*\ 
\<»{\.* (TTTSi?A(I,K)-l.)^ETARS(I,K*i ) • (COS (SI (I .K* 1) ) ••EXPSI) )»«EXI ST2A 142 
2/(TTTS?A(I,K))»»EXI ST2A 143 
TTO(I,K*l)aTTBAH(K) ST2A l44 
60 TO 23 ST2A 145 
C SAVE PROFILES ST2A i46 
20 PTP(I,K*l)aPT2A(I,K) ST2A i47 
PTO(I.K*l)a P T P d . K ^ D ST2A 148 
l»(l.*(TTTS2A(I.K)-l.)«ETARS(I.K4.i)«(C0S(SI(I,K*l))»«EXPSI))«^EXI ST2A 149 
2/(TTTS2A(T,K))»«EXI ST2A 150 
GO TO 22 ST2A 151 
C SMOOTH PRESSURE PROFILES ST2A 152 
21 PTP(I,K*l)aPTBAR(K)«(IT2A(I,K)/TTHAR(K))»^E3 ••»••••• 
PTO(I.K*l)a P T P ( I . K * 1 ) S T ? A I 5 4 
1 » ( 1 . * ( T T T S 2 A ( I , K ) - 1 . ) « E T A R S ( I . K * 1 ) ^ ( C 0 S ( S I ( I , K * 1 ) ) » « E X P S I ) ) ^ » E X I ST2A 155 
2/(TTTS?A(I,K))»«EXI ST?A 156 
22 TT0(I.K+l)aTT2A(I»K) ST2A l57 
23 CONTINUE ST2A l5fl 
18 MFST0PaMF2A(IP,K)/AACi! ST?A 159 
CALL C H E C K ( J ) ST2A 160 
GO TO (30,31)tj ST2A l61 
30 CALL DIAGT(S) ST?A 162 
31 I F ( S R F L A G ) wRlTt(6,20000) •••••••• 
20000 FORMAT(45H AN EXIT HAS BEEN MADE FROM SUBROUTINE STA2A ) •••••••• 
RETURN •••••«•• 
END ST2A 164 
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SATISFY CONTINUITY OF FLOW AT EXTT 



















 • • « • • « « 
 /SNTCP/6,AJ,PRHC,ICASE.PRFVER,MFSTOP,JUMP,LOPIN.ISCASE, STl 00 
1 K N , 6 A M F , I P , S C R I T , P T R N . I S E C T , K S T 6 , W T O L . H H O T 0 L . P R T 0 L , T R L 0 0 P , L S T G , « « « • • • « 
2LBRC.IHHC.I CHOKE.I SORH.CHOKE.PTOPS 1 ( 6 , 6 ) ,PTRS2( f t ,8 ) ,TRDIAG,SCRC, STl ol 
30ELPR,PASS,IPC,LOPC,ISS STl Ol 
STl Ol 





COMMON /SSTA0l/CP0(8) . PSO(6,8),VO(6»8),TSo(6.ST 1 
18),VU0(ft,8).VZo(6.8),HHOS0(ft.fl) .PSl(6,8) ,WGT1(8).TAl(8).WGl(6.8). STl 
2 CPDRl (6.8) .SI (6,8) . C^ 'l («) .PHll (6.8) ,TS1 (6,8) ,V1 (6,8)ST1 
3,RHCSl(b,8),ALFlE(6,a),VUl(ft.fl).\/Zl(b.8).M0(6.8).W6T0(8).W60(6.B) ••»< 
STl 
REAL M2A.MF2A STl 
COMMON / S S T A 2 A / W G 2 A ( 6 » 8 ) . W G T 2 A ( 8 ) . V U 2 A ( 6 . 8 ) . V Z 2 A ( 6 , 8 ) , P S 2 A ( 6 , 8 ) , STl 
1ALF2A(6,B),TT2A(6,8),HT2A(6,8),TTBAR(H),PTBAR(8),STT0(8),SPT0(8), STl 
2M2A(6,«),MF2A(6.8),CP«A(8),V2A(6.8).TS2A(6,8).TAS(8).PAS(8),GAMS(8ST1 
3).CPS(8).DELHVD(6«8).HVBAR(P) * • • 
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1 = 1* 
IF(I 
TDal 
I = IP 















































(I.K)=W(^1 (I.K)«SQt'T(TTO(I,K) )/(144.«PT0(I.K)»ANNl (I.K) 
LFl (I.K) ) 
PRttTIO(FFAl(I.K).GAM(2,K).HV(2.K).PTOPSl(I.K).PRTOD 
FLOwi (T) 
PHFVtR) GO TO 25 
C(K)=WGT1C(K)•wGl(I.K) 
PTOPbl ( I.K) .LE.PTOPSl (IP.K) ) 
b E C T - I ) 7 . 7 , 4 
ID 
)5 .S . f t 
ID 
ID 
L = l 
I 
' • I  
•  
l I . K ) = P b l ( L . K ) * F L C * T ( i n ) » n P U H i ( L , K ) « ( H l ( I , K ) * H l ( L . K ) ) / 2 . 
' S I ( I . K ) = P T o ( I . K ) / H S 1 ( I . K ) 
•0 16 
. C I ( K ) ) 8 . e » 9 




# # 4^  41 
STl 
STl 























































































Listing of Code (continued) 
EXaGAM(2.K 




RO TO 10 
9 LCI (K)aLCl 




60 TO 13 
12 PRUPaPTOPS 
13 w E a l . - w G T l 
j a j * l 
l F ( j - 3 2 ) 2 9 
29 i F d C H O K t -
31 SCRITa -WE 
RO TO 15 
30 I F ( L 0 P I N ) 1 
14 pREa(PTOPS 
I F (AdS(PR 
21 CONTINUE 
I F (AHS(wE 
27 PTRMOapTOP 
W G T l C ( K ) a o 
l a l P 
l D a - 1 
TF ( S C R I T ) 
19 PTOPSl(IP. 
IF (PToPbl 
GO TO 16 
20 SCRITa 1. 









28 CALL CHECK 
60 TO (23, 
23 CALL OIAGT 
60 TO 25 







EQ.L) PTOPSi(lP.K) a PpuP 


























0.) GO TU 28 
K , H H U P , P H L O W , W E . P R C R I T , J , W G T 1 ( K ) , W G T 1 C ( K ) , ( W G l ( L . K ) , 
(PTOPSl(L,K),Lal,ISFCT) 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
25 IF(SRFLAG) wPlTE(6,20000) •««««»»* 
20000 FORMAT(45H AN EXIT HAS BEEN MADE FROM SUBROUTINE STAI ) ««•»««•• 
RETURN 
END STl 133 
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PURPOSE IS TO CALCULA 












TE STAGE P E O F O R M A N C E VALUES 























DPI(6.8),DPI A(6,8),DP2(6.8)OVLL Ol3 
(6,8),BET2(6,p),RADSD(6,8),OVLL 014 
8),ANN1A(6,8),U1A(6.8). OvLL 0l5 
HA0(6.8).PTP(6»8) OVLL 016 
OVLL 017 
COMMON /SINPUT/ R S L . T S L » P S L . G A M S L , 
lPTPS,PTIN,TTIN,wAlR,FAIR,OELC,OELLtOELA,AACS,VCTO,STG»SECT,EXPN. 
2EXPP.EXPRE. RPM,PAF,SLI,STGCH,FNDJOB,NAME(10).TITLE(10).PCNH(ft) 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
COMMON /bSTA2A/wG2A(6,8),wGT2A(8),VU2A(6,8),VZ2A(6»8),PS2A(6,8) , 
1ALF2A(6,«),TT2A(6,8),^T2A(6,8),TT8AR(8),PTBAR(8),STT0<8),SPT0(8) , 
2M2 A ( 6 , 8 ) , M F ? A ( 6 , 8 ) , C P 2 A ( 8 ) , V 2 A ( 6 , 8 ) , T S 2 A ( 6 , 8 ) » T A S ( 8 ) , P A S ( 8 ) , 6 A M S ( 
3).CPS(8).OELHVO(6,8),HVHAR{8) 
UVLL ObO 
COMMON /SOVRAL/UELHT(6,8),0ELHTI(6»8),CELHSI(6,8),DEHATI(6,8), OVLL 051 
lETATT(6.b),FTATS(6,H)»ETATAT(6,8) OVLL 052 
OVLL 053 






C OVLL 061 
C •••#•••••••••• CARD DELETED •••«»«»••••••••••• •«•••»«« 
C OVLL 063 
C OVLL 064 
iF(SRFLAfa) wRiTt(6,10000) •»»»•»«» 
10000 FORMAT(44H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN MADF IN SUBROUTINE OVRALD ••»•«««« 
STT0(1)8TTIN OVLL o65 
SPTO(l)aPTIN OVLL Oftft 
RGOaO.O ••»»•«»» 
TAOaO.O OVLL 067 
PAOaO.O OVLL 068 
GAMCaO.O OVLL 069 
OUPUPaO.O OVLL 070 
OURURaO.O OVLL 071 
OOELHTao.O OVLL 072 
5 ElaGAMSL/(GAMSL-I.) OVLL o73 
00 17 Kal,KSTG OVLL 074 
RG0=RG0*HVBAH(K) •«••»•»» 
IF (GAMF)1.1.2 OVLL 075 
1 TAOaTAO*TAS(K) OVLL 076 
PAOaPAO*PAS(K) OVLL 077 
GO TO 3 OVLL o78 
2 GAM0a6AMO*GAMS(K) OVLL 079 
3 E2=GAM(1,K)/(GAM( 1 ,K)-1 , ) OVLL 080 
E3a6AM(S,K)/(6AM(5,K)-l . ) OvLL o8I 
E4aGAMS(K)/(GAMS(K)-l.) OVLL 08? 
E5al./E4 OVLL 083 
DELHTS(K)aO.0 OVLL 084 
OEHTI5(K)aO.O OVLL o85 
nEHSIS(K)aO.O OVLL 086 
DHATIS(K)aO.O OVLL 087 
00 6 lai,ISECT OVLL 088 
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1 (GAMSL^(GAMd,K) • D ^ H S L ^ T S L ) 





SET A AT (K)aOELHTb(K)/D^-ATIS(K) 
«••«••« CARD DELETED^*^**^^^^ 
SwRTP(K)a WGT0(K)«S(JRT (STTO(K) )/sPTo(K) 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
IF (DELHSI(IP,K))14,14 
14 VlS(K)al. 





















R l A R a S Q H T ( R U l A R « « 2 * V Z l 
MHlAR(K)aRlAR/SQRT(GAM 
V U 2 T a V U 2 d S E C T , K ) « D P 2 < 
V 2 T a S 0 R T ( V U 2 T » * 2 * V Z 2 ( l 
T S 2 T a T S ? ( I S E C T , K ) « ( V 2 ( 
R U 2 T a V U 2 T * U ? ( l S E C T , K ) « 
R 2 T a S Q R T ( R U 2 T « ^ 2 * V / 2 ( I 












ODEHTI a 0. 
ODEHSI a 0. 
ODHATI a 0. 













































A A jt m m 












































m Jk A 
w w w 
152 
A * # 





















^ m m 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
ODEHTI a CPO^TT0(I.l)«(l,-(PT2A(I.K)/PTP(I,l))^^E0)^Rw*0DEHTI 
ODEHSI a CPO^TT0(I,l)^(l.-(PS2A(T,K)/pTP(I,l))^^E0)«R*<*00EHSI 




























































(1H1.21X,29HNASA TURBINE C O M P U T E 
OAb/ 30X,bHCASE I3»1H.,I3/28X,1 
E l,6X,7HbTA6E 2,bX,rHSTAGr 3,6X 
Tt.-4) 19,19,18 
R PROGRAM /6X,10A6/ 
/HSTAGE PERFORMANCE /19X 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
1010 FOR'AT (^X,1?H (•T'i AT?x.F10.c,3n,F 10.5,3X,F1 0.5,3X,F10.5) 
WRnF(6,loil)<PTOPSl(iP,K).KaT,KS) 
1011 F 0 R M A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H PT0/PS12X,F10.3.3X.F10,3.3X.F10.3.3X.F10.3) 
WRITF(6.1012)(SPTPT?(K).KaI,KS) 
1012 F O R M A T ( 1 X , 1 3 H P T H A R 0 / P I B A R 2 , ? X , F 1 0 . J . 3 X . F 1 0 . 3 . 3 X . F 1 0 . 3 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 ) 
WRITE(ft,1013)(SPTPS?(K).KaI,KS) 
1013 FORMAT(2X,12H PT8ARO/PS22X.F10.3,3X.F10.3.3X.F10.3.3X.F10.3) 
WRITE(6.1014)(PTRS2(lf.K).Kal.KS) 




1016 FORMAT (?X.12HTTRlA/TTbAR02X,F10.e;.3X.Fl0.5.3X»F'10.5,3X,F10,5) 
WRITE(ft,2003)(WGTl(K),Kal.KS) 
2003 FORMAT (?X,12H «.G 12X ,F 1 0 , 3 , 3X ,F 1 0 . 3, 3X ,F J 0 . 3 ,3X ,F 1 0 . 3) 
WRlTE(6.10l7)(PSlA(lP.K).Kai,KS) 
1017 F0RMAT(2X.12H PS 1A2X,F10.3,3X,F10.3,3X,F10.3,3X,F10.3) 
WRITF(6.1018) <TTRlAdH,K) ,Kal,KS) . .. 
1018 FORMAT (2X,12H TT'' 1A2X ,F 1 0 .1 , 3x ,F 1 0 . 1, 3X ,F 1 0 . 1 ,3X ,F 1 0 . 1) 
WRITE(6.1019) (PTRlAdH.K).Kal.KS) 
1019 FORMAT(2X,12H PTH 1A2X ,F10 .3,3X,F10.3,3X,F10.3,3X,F10.3) 
WRITE(6,3003)(WGTIA(K),KaI,KS) 
3003 F0RMAT(?X,12H wC 1A2X ,F10.3,3x,F10.3,3X,F10.3,3X,F10.3) 
WRITE (6.1020) (PS2dP.K) .KaI,KS) 
1020 F 0 R M A T ( ? X . 1 2 H f-S 22X,F10.3.3X,F10.3.3X,F10,3,3X,F10.3) 
WRITE(ft.1021)(TTBAR(K).Kal.KS) 
1021 F 0 R M A T ( ? X . 1 2 H TTBAR 22X ,F 1 0 . 1 ,3X.F10 . 1,3X,F10.1,3X,F10.1) 
WRITE(6,102?)(PTBAR(K),KaI,KS) 
1022 F0RMAT(?X,12H PTPAP 22X,F10.3.3X.F10.3,3X,F10.3,3X,F10.3) 
WRITE(6,4003)(WGT2(K),Kai,KS) 
4003 F 0 R M A T ( ? X , 1 2 H *G ?2X,F10.3,3X,F10.3,3X,F10.3,3X,F10.3) 
WR1TE(6.5003)(WGT2A(K).K=I,KS) 
5003 FORMAT (2 X , 1 2 H wt 2A2X ,F10.3,3X,F10.3,3X,F10.3,3X,F10.3) 
WRITE(6,1023)(UPVIS(K),KaI,KS) 
1023 FORMAT(2X,12H U^ */V I 2X ,F 1 0 .5.3X .F 1 0 .5.3X .F 1 0 .5,3X ,F 1 0 .5) 
WRITE(6.1024)(URVIS(K).Kal.KS) 
1024 F0RMAT(2X,1?H U>'/V I2X ,F1 0 .S. 3X ,F 1 0 .5, 3X ,F1 0 .5»3X ,F 1 0 .5) 
WRITE(6,1025)(PSIPS(K),KsI,KS) 
1025 FORMAT(2X,l2H PSI P2X,F10.5.3X.F10,5.3X.F10.5.3X.F10.5) 
WRITE(6.1026)(PSIRS(K).KSI,KS) 
1026 F0RMAT(2X,12H PSi R2X,F10.5,3X,F10.5,3X,F10.5,3X,F10.5) 
WRITE(6.1027)(RXP(K).Kal.KS) 
1027 F0RMAT(2X,12H HX P2X ,F10.5.3x.F10.5,3X.Fl0.5.3X,F10.5) 
WRITE(6,102P)(RXR(K),KaI,KS) 
1028 F0RMAT(2X,12H HX R2X,F10.5,3X,F10.5,3X,F10,5,3X,F10.5) 
WHTTE(6,10 29)(SAO(K),Kal.KS) 
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E ( 6 , 1 0 3 0 ) ( S I S « K ) , K a I , K S ) 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H I STAT0R2X, 
E ( 6 , 1 0 3 1 ) ( S B I A ( K ) , K a I , K S 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H BETA 1A2X, 
E ( 6 . 1 0 3 ? ) ( S I R ( K ) , K a l . K S ) 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H I RCT0R2X, 
E ( 6 , 1 0 3 3 ) ( S A 2 ( K ) , K a l . K S ) 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H A L P H A 2 A 2 X , 
E ( 6 , 1 0 3 4 ) ( 0 8 E T A R ( K ) , K a I , 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H DBElA R 2 X , 
E ( 6 , 1 0 3 5 ) ( M I S ( K ) , K a I , K S ) 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H M 1 2 X , 
E ( 6 , 1 0 3 6 ) ( M I R S ( K ) , K a l , K S 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H Ml R T 2 X , 
E ( 6 , l 0 3 7 ) ( M R l A ( I p , K ) , K a I 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H MR 1A2X, 
£ ( 6 . 1 0 3 8 ) ( M R I A R ( K ) , K a l , 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H MRlA RT2X , 
E ( 6 , 1 0 3 9 ) ( M R 2 ( I P , K ) , K a I . 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H MR 2 2 X , 
E ( 6 , l 0 4 0 ) ( M H 2 T ( K ) , K 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H MR? T 1 P 2 X , 
E ( 6 , 1 0 4 1 ) ( S E T H C ( K ) , K a I , K 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H E/TH CR2X, 
E ( 6 , 1 0 4 ? ) ( S N R T H C ( K ) , K a I , 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H N/RT^• CR2X, 
E ( 6 , 1 0 4 3 ) ( S W R T E D ( K ) . K a l , 
A T ( 2 X , 1 2 H WRTHCRE/D2X, 
K S T 6 - K S ) 2 2 , 2 2 , 2 1 
E ( 6 , 1 0 4 5 ) N A M E , T I T L 
A T d H l , 2 l X , 2 9 H N A S A 
, 1 0 A 6 / 30X,6HCASE 
AGE 5 , 6 X , 7 H S T A G E 6 
F 1 0 . 3 
) 
F 1 0 . 3 
F 1 0 . 3 
F 1 0 . 3 
KS) 
F 1 0 . 3 
F 1 0 . 5 
) 
F 1 0 . 5 
,K5) 
F 1 0 . 5 
KS) 
F 1 0 . 5 
KS) 
F10.«; 
a I , K S 
F 1 0 . 5 
S) 
F 1 0 . 3 
KS) 
F 1 0 . 1 
KS) 
F 1 0 . 3 
, 3 x , F l 
, 3 X , F 1 
, 3 X , F 1 
, 3 X , F l 
, 3 X , F 1 
, 3 X , F 1 
, 3 X , F 1 
, 3 X , F 1 
, 3 X , F I 
, 3 X , F 1 
) 
, 3 X , F 1 
, 3 X , F 1 
, 3 x , F l 
, 3 X , F l 
OVLL 267 
0 . 3 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 ) 
0 . 3 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 * 3 X , F 1 0 * 3 ) 
0 . 3 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 ) 
0 . 3 » 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 « 3 X » F 1 0 . 3 ) 
0 . 3 . 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 ) 
0 . 5 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 5 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 5 ) 
0 . 5 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 5 , 3 X , F 1 0 , 5 ) 
0 . 5 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 5 . 3 X , F 1 0 , 5 ) 
0 . 5 , 3 X , F 1 0 , 5 » 3 X , F 1 0 , 5 ) 
0 . 5 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 5 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 5 ) 
0 . 5 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 5 , 3 X , F 1 0 , 5 ) 
0 , 3 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 ) 
0 . 1 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 1 , 3 X , F l f l . l ) 
0 . 3 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 , 3 X , F 1 0 . 3 ) 
E . I C A S E , I S C A S F 
TURBINE COMPUTER 
l 3 d H . , l 3 / 2 B X , l 7 





















,10HPSI R F 
,10HN/RT F 
,10HPT0/PS2 F 
,10HETA TS F 
,10HN/RTH CR F 
) WRITE(6,?0000 










































OVLL ?97 PROGRAM /6X,10A6/ 
HSTAGE PERFORMANCE /19X •••••••• 




,OWRTP,CNRT,ODHT,OPTOT2, OVLL 303 
AAT,OWNED,ONRTHCOETHC OVLL 304 
ANCE/7X,9HPSI P •••»•»•• 
X9HDEL H FI0.5/7X,9HWRT/P ••••••»# 
X9HOELH/TTINF10,5/7X,10HPT0/PTBAR2 •••••••• 
X9HPT0/PAT2AF10.5/7X,9HETA TT •••••»•• 
X9HETA TAT Fl0.5/7X,9HWNE/60D ••«••••• 
X,9HE/TH CR F10.5/) •••••#•• 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
END OVLL 312 
11-56 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
























































REAL MO DIGT 
COMMON /bSTAOl/CPO(«). PS0(6,8),V0(6,8),TS0(6.DIRT 
18),VU0(6,8),VZ0(6,8),HHOS0(6,8),PSl(6,8),wGTl(8),TAl(8),WGl(6,8), DIGT 
2 (]PDH1(6,8),SI(6,8) , CPl(H),PHll(6,8),TS1(6,8),V1(6,8)DIGT 
3,RHCS1(6,8),ALF1E(6,8),VUl(ft,8),vZl(6,e),M0(6,8),wGT0(8),WG0(6,8) •••••••• 
DIGT 031 
REAL MHlA DIGT 032 




COMMON /SSTA2/V2(6,8),TTR2(6,8),PTR2(6»8) ,WG2(6.8),WGT2(8),TA2(8)tOIGT 037 
1 PS2(b,8) ,PHI2(6,8) DIGT o38 
DIGT 039 
REAL MH2,M2 ,MF2 DIGT 040 
COMMON /SFL0w2/TS2(6,e),CP2(8),H?(6,8),HH0S2(6,8),BET2E(6,8),RU2(60IGT 041 
1,8),VU2(b,8),UPUH2(ft,fc),VZ2(ft,8),MR2(6,e) ,MF2(6,8),M2(6.8) DIGT 042 
DIGT 043 
REAL M2A,MF?A DIGT 044 
COMMON /bSTA2A/-G2A(6»8).wGT?A(8),VU2A(6,8),VZ2A(6,8),PS2A(6,8), DIGT 045 
11-57 
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10000 FORMAT(44H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN M A O F IN SUBROUTINE DIAGT ) 
WRITE(6, 1000)NAME, TITLE 
1000 FORMAT(lHl,5X,10A6/6x»l0Ab/20X,2QHNASA TURBINE COMPUTER PROGRAM/ 
131X.10HDIA6NOSTIC) 
IF (M.EU.O) 60 TO 10 
60 TO (10,19,11,12,13) ,M 
10 DO 14 Kal,KN 
WRIT£(6,1001)K,CP0(K),GAM(I.K) 
1001 FORM AT(9X,lHK,I5,9X,3HCP0.Fl0.3,qXt5HGAMMA,F10,5) 
WRITE (6, 1002) (PTPd,K) ,Ial,lsECT) 
1002 FORMAT(3X,6H PTP,6Fi0.3> 
WR1TE{6,1003) (PTOd,K) ,Ial,isECT) 
1003 F0RMAT(3X,6H PT0,6Fl0.3) 
WRITE(6,1004) (PS0(I,K),lal.ISECT) 
1004 F 0 R M A T ( 3 X , 6 H P S O , 6 F 1 0 . 3 ) 
WRITE (6.loos) (TTOd.K) .1 = 1. I SECT) 
1005 F0RMAT(3X,ftH TTO,6F10.1) 
WRITE(ft,100ft) (TS0(I,K).lal.ISECT) 
1006 F 0 R M A T ( 3 X . 6 H TSO.ftFiO.D 
WRITE (6.1007) (VOd.K) . Is 1. I SECT) 
1007 F 0 R M A T ( 3 X , 6 H V0,6F10.3) 
WRITE (6, 1008) (ALPHAOd,K) ,Ial.I«;ECT) 
1008 FORMAT(3A,6HflLPHA0,6F10.3) 
14 WRITE(6,1009) (SI (I.K) .lal.ISECT) 
IF (M.Etg.O) GO TO 19 
GO ro in 
19 DO 20 Kai.KN 
1009 F0RMAT(3X,6H Sl,6F10.3) 
wRlTt(6.1010) K,CP1(K),GAM(?,K) 
1010 FORMAT(4X,lHK,Ib,9X,3i-CPl,Fl0.3,QX,5H6AMMA,F10.5) 
WHITE (6.1 O H ) (PSl (I.K) .lal.ISECT) 
1011 F0RMAT(3X.6H HS1.6F10.3) 
WRITE(6,1012) (OPURl (I.K) .lal.ISFCT) 
1012 F0RMAT(3X,ftH OPDR1,bF10.5) 
WRITE (6,1013) (TSld.K) .I = 1 , I S E C T ) 
1013 FORMAT (JX.ftH TSl.ftFlo.l) 
WHITE (ft.1014) (-Gld.K) , la 1,1 SECT) 
1014 F 0 R M A T ( 3 X , 6 H WG1.6F10.3) 
WRITE (b.iom) (VI d.K).lal.ISECT) 
1015 FORMAT(3X,6H V1.6F10.3) 
WHITE (ft. 10 1ft) (ALf-lE( I.K) ,l8i,lSFrT) 

























































































® Astronuclear Laboratory 
Listing of Code (continued) 
20 W H I T L ( ^ . 1 0 1 7 ) («LF1d.K).lal.ISErT) 
1017 FORMAT(3X,6H ALF1,6F10.3) 
IF (M.EU.O) GO TO 11 
GO TO IH 
U 00 15 Kal.KN 
WRITE(6,1018) K,CP1A(K),GAM(3,K) 
1018 FORMAT (9X,lHK,15,9X,4t-CPlA,F10.3,8X,5HGAMMA,F10.5) 
WRITE(6,1019) (PTRlA(l,K),Ial,lSFCT) 
1019 F0RMAT(3X,6H PTRlA,6FlO.3) 
WRITE(6,1020) (PS1A(I,K),lal.ISECT) 
1020 F0RMAT(3X,6H PSlA,6Fl0.3) 
WRITE(6, 1021) (TTR1A(I,K),Ial,ISFfT) 
1021 F0RMAT(3X,6H TTHlA,6Fl0.1) 
WRITE(6, 102?) (-G1A(I,K),Iai,ISErT) 
1022 FORMAT (JX,ftH wGlA.6Fin.3) 
WRITE (ft. 1023) (RlAd.K) ,1 = 1. I SECT) 
1023 FORMAT (JX.hH R1A,6F10.3) 
WRITE (6, 1024) (HETlAd.K) ,Ial,ISFCT) 
1024 FORMAT (JX,6H Rt T 1 A .6'-1 0 . 3) 
15 WRITE(6.10?S) (HI (I.K).lal.ISECT) 
1025 FORMAT {3n**:** RI,6f-I0.3) 
IF (M.FU.O) GO TO 12 
60 TO IH 
12 DO 16 Kal.KN 
WRITE(6,1026)K,CP2(K),GAM{3,K) 
1026 FORMAT (9A.1HK.1'5.9X.3I-CP2,F10.3,9X,5H6AMMA,F10.5) 
WRITE(6.1027) (PTR2(I»K),lai,iSEcT) 
1027 FORMAT (3X,ftH PTR2.6f'10. J) 
WRITE(6,102H) (PS2(I,K),1 = 1,I SECT) 
1028 FORMAT (3X,6H PS2,6P10.3) 
WRITE(6.1029) (UP0R2(1,K),l3l,lSFCT) 
1029 FORMAT (JX,ftM 0PDR2,6^10.5) 
WHITE(ft.1030) (TTR2(I»K).lai.ISEcT) 
1030 FORMAT (3X,6H TTR2.6t'10.1) 
WRITE (6.1031) (TS2d.K) .I = 1.1SECT) 
1031 FORMAT (3x.ftH TS2.6f-10,l) 
WRITE (6,1032) (w62d,K) .1 = 1,1 SECT) 
1032 FORMAT (3X,ftH wG2.6f-10.3) 
WRITE(6.1033) (H2(I.K).lal.ISECT) 
1033 FORMAT (iX.6H R2.6P10.3) 
WRITE(6.1034) (HET2E( I.K).lal.ISECT) 
1034 FORMAT (3X.6H BtT2E . 6^I 0.3) 
16 WR1TE(6.1035) (BET2(I»K). 1 = 1.ISErT) 
1035 FORMAT (3X.ftH BET2.6P10.3) 
IF (M.EU.O) GO TO 13 
60 TO ]h 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
L=K *l 
WRITE(f t ,1036)K,CP2A(K) ,GAM(5,K) 
1036 F O R M A T ( 9 X , 1 H K , I 5 , 9 X , 4 H C P 2 A , F 1 0 . 3 , 8 X , 5 M 6 A M M A , F 1 0 . 5 ) 
WRITE(ft,1037) (PT2A(I,K),lai,ISErT) 
1037 FORMAT (Jx.ftH PT2A,6F10,3) 
WRITE (6, 103*?) (PS2A(I,K) ,I = l,ISErT) 
1038 FORMAT (3X,ftH PS2A ,6t= 1 0 . 3) 
WRITE(6,10 39) (TT2A(1.K),Iai,ISErT) 
1039 FORMAT (Jx,ftH TT2A,6Flo,l) 
WR1TE(6,1040) (TS2A(I,K),Ial,ISErT) 
1040 FORMAT i3K*h>^ TS2A ,6>-1 0 . 1) 
WRlTE(ft.l041) (wG2A(I,K),I=1,ISECT) 
1041 FORMAT (3X,6H wG2A,6FlO,3) 
WRITE(6.104?) (V2A(I,K),Ial,ISECT) 
1042 FORMAT (3x,ftH V2A,6F'10,3) 
WRITE(ft,1043) (ALF2A{I,K),Ial,lSFCT) 
1043 FORMAT (3X,ftH ALF2A,6?10.3) 
WHITE(ft,1044) (SI (I,K) ,Ial,ISECT) 
1044 FORMAT (3X,^H SI,6^10.3) 
WRITE(ft.l045) L»CPS(K),GAMS(K) 
1045 FORMAT(9X , 1HLtI5,9X,3HCPS.F10.3.9X»5HGAMMAtFl0,5) 
WRITE(6.1046) (PTP(I,L) ,Ial,IStCT) 
1046 FORMAT ^3X,f,^^ PTP,6t-10.3) 
WHITE (6, 1047) (PTO (I ,11) ,Ial,lsECT) 
10A7 FORMAT (3x,ftH PT0,6f-10,3) 
17 WRITE(6.1048) (TTOd.L) tlaLisECT) 
1048 FORMAT (3X,ftH TTO,6^10.1) 
18 CONTINUE 
I F ( S R F L A G ) i,RlTE(6,20000) 
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NUMBER OF SECTORS IS 
CALCULATED AND PRi 
NUMBER OF SECTORS IS *> 












THREE OR LFSS,HU8 
NTEU 
OWE THAN THREE,ON 
AND CASING VALUES ARE 
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COMMON /SSTA2A/»*62A(6»8) •wGT2A(8) ,VU2A( 




















7 Cl-R{7) ,STPT2ft(7).STTT2A(7) ,STV2A(7) ,STVU2A(7 
eSTALF2(7),STMF?«(7),SlTTRl(7),STvZ2A(7>,STTS2A(7),STPS2A(7).STOE 
9(7),STM^A(7).STTT0(7).LJ,JJ,K,STWG0(7).STWG1(7),STWG1A(7),STWG2( 





I F ( S H F L A G ) WHITE(6,10000) 
000 FORMAT {44H AN ENTRY HAS tJEEN MADF 1N SUBROUTINE INST6 ) 










E5=GAM(<nK) /(GAM («^,^)-! 
E 6 = G A M ( 5 , K ) / { G A M ( 5 , « ) - 1 
RELOCATt P I T C H L I N E V A L U E S 
jsISfcCT'l 
4 DO 5 Isl.ISECT 
KS=J-I*1 
STrtC-l) (^S)=w^.o'Kb-l.K) 










) . INS 
. INS 
INS 
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STOPi) (i<-3) si'OT ( K b - l , K ) I N S T o^2 
STPTo ( « ' 5 ) s P T P ( K b - l . K ) INST 0M3 
STALF (KS)aALP*^AO ( K S - 1 . K ) ^ 5 7 . 2 ' ^ 5 8 iNST o84 
S T S I ( K S ) = S I ( K S - 1 . K ) « 5 ; , 2 9 5 8 I N S T O-JS 
S T V n ( K S j s V O ( K S - 1 , K ) INST 086 
STVLO (KS)av/L!0 ( K i - l . K ) iNST 087 
STV^O (KS)aVZn ( K b - l . i ^ ) INST 088 
S T T S O ( K S ) a T S O ( K b - l . K ) iNST 0^9 
STPSO (K5)=:PS0 ( K b - l . K ) INST 090 
S T O E N O ( K S ) a l 4 4 . » S T P S 0 ( K S ) / ( S T T S 0 ( K S ) ^ « V ( l . K ) ) • • • • • » • • 
S T M O ( K S ) * M 0 ( K 3 - 1 f K ) INST 092 
STWGl(KS)»WG1 ( K S - 1 . K ) • • « • • • • • 
SFLOl = S F L 0 1 • S r . v G K K S ) • • • • • • • » 
S T D P l ( K 5 ) 3 0 P 1 ( K S - l . K ) INST 093 
STALFE ( K b ) = a L F ' l t ( K S - l . K ) » 5 7 . 2 q 5 8 INST o f l * 
S r O F L A ( K S ) a ( f l L P M A 0 ( K S - l . K ) * A L F l E ( K S - l , K ) ) ^ 5 7 , 2 9 5 8 INST oflS 
STVl (KS) = \ / l ( K b - l , K ) . . , INST 096 
STVUI (KS) aVUl ( K 3 - 1 . K ) iNST o<J7 
STV^l (K-5)=V71 ( K S - l . K ) INST 0<J8 
STTSl (K3)= iTS l ( K S - l . K ) iNST 0>J«> 
S T P S l ( K b ) s p s i ( K S - l . K ) I N S T 100 
STDENl (nS) =>JH0SI (KS-l.K) INST 101 
STMT (KS)*Vl {Kb-l,K)/(aQRT(GAM(2.K)*G»RV (2 .K)'TSl(KS-1.K) ) ) ••••••«• 
ZS 3-2.»ALFl£{KS-l.K) -1.570796 INST 103 
Z«nMC(Ks)=rQS( ZS )«(SIN(ALPHA0(KS-1,K) )»C0S(ALFIE(KSINST 104 
1-l.K) )/(COS(ALPMA0(KS-l.K) )«SIN(ALFlt('<5-l.K) ) )•!.) INST 105 
CPS(KS)al .-(STvo (KS)/SsTvl (KS) )••? INST 106 
STwGlA(KS)s«GU(KS-l,K) •••••«•• 
SFL01AxSf-LOlA*5T«GlA(KS) •••••••• 
STOPlA(Kb)=nPlA(KS-l.K) INST 107 
STPTRl(Kb)=PT«lA(KS-l.K) INST 108 
STTTRl (Kb)=TrWlA(KS-l.K) INST 1 O'' 
ST8ET1(Kb)aHETlA(KS-l.K)^57.2958 iNST H O 
S T H I ( K S ) = R I ( K S - 1 , K ) « 5 ? . 2 Q 5 8 INST 111 
STHlA(KS)aRlA(Kb-l.K) INST \12 
STRUl4(KS)=PUlA(KS-l»K) INST 113 
S T M H 1 A ( K S ) = M R 1 A ( K S - 1 , K ) INST U 4 
STU1A(KS)=U1A(KS-1.K) INST U 5 
S T P S 1 A { K S ) = P S 1 A ( K S - 1 . K ) •••••••• 
STTSlA{KS)xTSlA(KS-l,K) •••••«•• 
S T W G 2 ( K S ) = W G 2 ( K S - 1 . K ) •••••••• 
SFL02 = S F L O ? •sr»(G2(Kb) •••••••• 
ST0P2(Kb)a0P2(Kb-l.K) INST 116 
STHET2(KS)=8ET2t(KS-l.K)^57.2958 INST U 7 
S0BFTA(Kb)=(rtETlA(KS-l.K)*BET2E(KS-l.K))«57,2958 iNST 118 
SP2(Kb)=«H2(KS-l.K) INST U " 
SHU2(KS)=PU?(KS-1.K) INST 120 
11-63 
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List ing o f C o d e ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
b u ^ ( ^ b ) = u ^ ( K S - l . K ) I ^ ^ , ! J 
S T P T H 2 ( K b ) . P r R 2 ( K S - l . K ) • * « • « , ; » 
S T T T R 2 ( K b ) a T T H 2 ( K S - l , K ) « » » • » , » . 
RX(Kb) = l . - ( l . - ( P S l ( K S - l , K ) / P T P ( K s - l , K ) ) • • £ ! ) / ( ! . - ( P S 2 ( K S - 1 , K ) / INST 1 ?3 
1 P T P ( K S . 1 , K ) ) ^ « E 1 ) I^jST 24 
S T O E L H ( K b ) = n E L H T ( K S - l . K ) 1^5^ ^5 
S T P S I ( K S ) = 2 . « o ^ A j ^ D E L ^ T ( K S - l , K ) / ( u l A ( K S - l . K ) ^ U l A ( K S - l , K ) INST 1 26 
1 * U 2 ( K S - 1 , K ) ^ I J 2 ( K S - 1 , K ) ) TM^T .yy 
S E T A T T ( K b ) s E T A T T ( K S - l . K ) I* ^ 1 liL 
S E T A T S ( K S ) = E T A T S ( K S - 1 . K ) I ^ s j \i^ 
SETAAT (Kb)=ETATAT ( K S - 1 , K ) I^ jc j , 3 , , 
ZR = - ? . * M E T 2 t ( K S - l . K ) - 1 . 5 7 0 7 9 6 IN5T i 3 1 
, ? ' ^ ^ ^ w ! ^ ^ e ^ ° t , ' r. ^" ) * ( S I N ( b b T l A ( K S - l , K ) ) » C 0 S ( B E T 2 E ( K S - l N S T 1 32 
1 1 . K ) ) / ( C 0 S ( H t T l A ( K S - l . K ) > « S l N ( H E T ? £ ( K S - l . K ) ) ) M . ) INST 133 
r P H ( K b ) = l . - ( S T R l A ( K S ) / S H 2 ( K S ) ) « ^ ? iNST 134 
S T P S 2 ( K S ) s P S 2 ( K S - l . K ) » « « « « « « • 
S T T S 2 ( K S ) = T S ? ( K b - l . K ) • « » • » » • » 
STWG2A ( K S ) = « ( G 2 A ( K S - 1 , K ) » » » » « , » » 
S F L 0 2 A = S F L O ? A * S T W G 2 A ( K S ) » « « « • « « « 
STPT2A ( K b ) = P T 2 A ( K S - l , K ) o«<nn>««« 
S T T T ? A ( K b ) = T T 2 A ( K S - l , K ) « , » » » „ » 
S T V ? A ( K S ) = V 2 A ( K S - 1 , K ) • • « « • » » » 
S T V L j 2 A ( K b ) = V U 2 A ( K S - l , K ) « » » « « « « « 
S T A L F 2 ( « ; b ) » A L F 2 A ( K S - l . K ) ^ b 7 . ? 9 5 8 IMST , 3 9 
S T M F 2 A ( K b ) = M F 2 A ( K S - l , K ) • » » » « « « » 
S T V Z 2 A ( ^ b ) s v Z 2 A ( K S - 1 , K ) » • « » » « » « 
S T P S 2 A ( K b ) a P S 2 A ( K S - l , K ) • « « « « « « « 
S T T S 2 A ( K b ) a T S 2 A ( K S - l , K ) • • » » » « « « 
S T M 2 A ( K S ) a M 2 A ( K S - 1 , K ) « « « « • « » « 
S T 0 E N 2 ( K b ) = U 4 . ^ s T P S 2 A ( K S ) / { b T T S ? A ( K b ) « R V ( 5 , K ) ) • » » » « « • » 
5 CONTINUE IK,ST 146 
I F ( I S E C T - 3 ) 3 . 3 . 6 INST 147 
CALCULATE HUH VALUtS iNST 148 
3 L J = 1 I^JST , 4 9 
J J = I S E C T * 2 IMST 150 
^'^ INST 151 
L = l INST 152 
S T D P O ( L ) = n R ( l . K ) « « « « « « « « 
R l = n P O ( I . K ) / n H ( l . K ) » « « « • « « » 
S T D P l ( L ) a n r t ( 2 , K ) » » « » • « « » 
R 2 = n P l ( I . K ) / n H ( 2 . K ) IHJST ,5fe 
S T n P l A ( L ) a D W ( 3 , K ) • » • « « » » » 
R 3 = C P 1 A ( I , K ) / 0 R ( 3 . K ) INST 158 
S T D P 2 ( L ) a n H ( A . K ) iNST 159 
R 4 a C P 2 ( I . K ) / 0 H ( 4 , K ) » « « » « « « « 
T A L F a S l N ( A L F l ( I , K ) ) « R 3 / C 0 S ( A L F 1 ( T . ^ ) ) INST I 6 I 
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SI (D/SITSl (L)/RV(2.K) 
VUl<L).STVZl(L))*57.2958 
•STALFt(L) 
•G«>'V(2.K)»STT<;1 (L) ) 
IM 
57.2V5d -1.570796 




RUl>'(L).VZlAd.K) ) •5^.2958 
SI\(RADHD(I,K))/COS(BAORO(I,K)))/R3 
ATAN2( T,l. )«57.2958 
1A(L)«STHU1A(L1*VZ1A(1.K)»VZ1A(I,K)) 
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STATION 2 ROTOR rXiT 
VU2HaVU.'(I.K)^R<» 









SU2(L) =U2 d,K) /K<, 
PS2t- = HS?( I .K)«( TS2H/Ti2( l.K) )«^tE; 
STPS2(L)=Pb,JH 
RX(L) = l.-d.-»SlPSl(L>/PTP(T,K) ) ••ED/(!,-(PS2H/PTP(I 





ZR =-2.»bTHH2(L)/b7.e958 -1.570796 
RZWlNC(L)=cns( ZR)«(STRU1A (L)«y72( l.K) /(VZlAd,K)« 
CPH(L) = 1 .-(STRIA (L)/S>"2(L))^«? 
STPT2A(L)=PT2A(I,K) 
STTT2A(L)aTT2A(l.K) 
STV/!<?A (L)aVZ2tt( i.K) 
S1VL2A (L) =Vl 2A ( 1 ,K)»Hi: 
V2A?AH=bTVU?A(L)»*2*v/2A(I,K)»»? 
5TV?A (L)=SOHT ( V<^A2AH) 
STALF2 (L) =AtAN2(bTVU2A (I.) ,VZ2A ( l.K) )«5 7.29bH 
n^.LTb^a ( V ? A ( I , K ) » « 2 - V £ A 2 A H ) / (?.«r.«AJ«CP2A(K) ) 
STT«;?A(L)=TS2A(I,K)*CtLTS2 
STPS<?A(L)=PS?A( l,K)«(l.*DtLTS?/T«;?A( I,K) )»«E6 
STDEN2(i)=144.«bTPb?A(L)/(Rw(S.K)«bTTS^A(L)) 
STM2A(L)=STVJ'A{L)/Sgfil (C3A'^(c.KI«r.»Hv(=,.K)«STTb2A(L) ) 
STMF2A(L)aSTMdA(L)"COi(STALF?(L)/S7.2956) 
IF (L.Gr.n 00 TO 8 
CALCHLATfc TIP VALUES 
I = ISECT 
L=IStCT*2 
ST0P0(L)=()T(l.K) 

















































Listing of Code (continued) 
® Astronuclear Laboratory 
STDPl (L)=I)T(2»K) INST ?52 
R2aCPl(I.K)/nT(2.K) INST ?53 
ST0PlA(L)aDT(3,K) INST ?54 
R3sCPlA(l,K)/OT(3.K) INST ?55 
ST0P2(L)=0T(4»K) INST ?56 
R4=CP2(I.K)/DT(4.K) INST 757 
TALFaSIN(ALFl(I.K))^R3/C0S(ALF1(T.K)) INST ?58 
H5aCP2A(I,K)/UT(5.K) INST ?59 
GO TO 10 iNST ?60 
6 L J = ? INST ?61 
JJ=ISECT*1 INST ?62 
8 CALL "OUT INST 763 
9 CONTINUE INST 764 
I F ( S R F L A G ) 1«H1TE(6»20(J00) •»•••••• 
20000 FORMAT(4bH AN EXIT HAS BEEN MADE FROM SUBROUTINE INST6 ) •»•••••• 
RETURN INST ?65 
END iNST 766 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
SUBROUTINE wOUT WOUT OOl 
CwOUT WOUT 002 
C WOUT 003 
REAL HFSTOP WQUT 0 0 * 
LOGICAL PREVEH.SRFLAG • • • • • • • • 
COMMON SRFLAG • • • • • • • • 
COMMON /SNTCP/G.AJ,PRf'C.ICASE.PRFVER,MFSTOP,jUMP,LOPlN,lSCASE» WOUT 006 
1 K N , G A M F , 1 P , S C R I T , P T H N , I S E C T , K S T G . W T 0 L , H H 0 T 0 L » P R T 0 L » T R L 0 0 P , L S T 6 , WOUT 0 07 
2LHHC, IHHC, i rHOKE, ISOBh,CHOKE,PT0PSl(6 ,8) ,PTHS2(6 ,8) ,TRDIAG,SCtRC. WOUT 008 
30ELPR,PASS,IPC,LOPCISS WOUT 009 
C WOUT olO 
COMMON /blNIT/Hl(6,e).H2(6.8),DPo(6,e).DPI(6.8).DPIA(6,8).DP2(6.8)WOUT oil 
l.DP2A(6,8).CSALFl(6.8).ALEI(6.8),CSBET2(6,e),BET2(6,8),RADSO(6,8),WOUT Ol2 
2RADHD(6.H).ANN1(6.8).ANN2(6.8).ANN2A(6.8),ANN1A(6,R)•U1A(6*8)* WOUT Ol3 
3U2(6,8),ANN0(6,«),PT0<6.8).TTO(6.8).ALPHA0(6»8).PTP(6»8) WOUT Ol* 
C WOUT 015 
COMMON /SINPUT/ RSL.TSL.PSL.GAMSI , •••••••• 
1PTPS,PTIN,TTIN,».AIR,FAIR,D£LC,DELL»DELA,AACS,VCTD,ST6»SECT,EXPN, WOUT 017 






P,B3(6.8).B4(6.8).B5(6.8).B6(6.8),Sfc.STHl(8),REHTHl(8) WOUT 024 
C •••••••• 
REAL HO •••••••• 
COMMON /SSTA0l/CP0(8). PSO(6.8),V0(6.8).TSO(6.•••••••• 
18).VUO(6.8).VZo(6.8).HHOS0(6.8).PSl(6.8).WGTl(8).TAl(8)»WGl(6.8)» •••••••• 
2 DPDRl(6.8).SI(6,8). CPl(8).PHIl(6.8).TSl(6,8),VI(6,fl)•••••••• 
3.RHCS1(6.8),ALFlE(6.8).VUl(6.8).vZl(6.ti).M0(6.8)»WGT0(8)•WG0(6,8) •••••••• 
C •••••••• 
REAL MRIA •••••••• 
COMMON /SSTA1A/VU1A(6.8).wGlA(6.fl)»WGT1A(8>,VZ1A(6.8)• CP1A(8), •••••••• 




1 PS2(6,8) ,Pt-12(6,P) ••«••••• 
C •••••••• 




REAL M2A.MF7A •••••••• 
COMMON /bSTA2A/wG2A(6»8).wGT2A(8),VU2A(6.8),VZ2A(6,8),PS2A(6.8), •••••••• 
11-68 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
1ALF2A(6 .8 ) • T T 2 A ( 6 . 8 ) , l - T ? A ( 6 , 8 ) , T T B A R ( 8 ) , P T B A R ( 8 ) ,STT0(8) .SPTO( 
2 M 2 A ( 6 . 8 ) . M F 2 A ( 6 . 8 ) . C P t A ( 8 ) . V 2 A ( 6 , a ) . T S 2 A ( 6 . 8 ) . T A S ( 8 ) , P A S ( 8 ) . G A 










VU0(7). WOUT 026 
-TALFE(7). WOUT 027 
ST0FN1(7). WOUT 028 
C WOUT 036 
C PRINT OUT FOR INTERSTAGE DATA WOUT 037 
IF(SRFLAG) wRlTE(6.10000) •«•«•«•• 
10000 FORMAT(44H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN MADF IN SUBROUTINE WOUT ) •••«»«•• 
8 WRITE(6.1000)NAME.TITLE.ICASE.ISCASE WQUT o38 
1000 FORMATdHl,20X29HNASA TURBINE COMPUTER PR06RAM/6X10A6/6X10A6/30X WOUT o39 
15HCASE I3,1H,I3/24X23^-INTER-STAGF PEHFCHMANCE//) WOUT 040 
WRITE(6.1001)K,(STOPO(I).1=LJ.JJ» WOUT 041 
1001 FORMAT(5X5HSTA 02X12HSTATOR INLET10X5HSTAGE13.1H./4X6HDIAM 02X, WOUT 042 
16F10.3) WOUT 043 
WRITE(6,1002) (STTTOd) ,laLJ,JJ) WOUT 044 
1002 FORMAT (lOH TT 0«2X,6F10.1) WOUT 045 
WRITE(6.1003)( STPTO(I).I»LJ.JJ) WOUT o46 
1003 FORMAT (lOH PT 0.2X,6F10.3) WOUT 047 
WRITE(6,1004)( STALF(l),I»LJ,JJ) WOUT 048 
1004 FORMAT (lOH ALPHA 0.2X.6F10.3) WOUT o49 
WRITE(6.1005)( STSI(1).laLj.JJ) WOUT 050 
1005 FORMAT (lOH I STATOR.2X,6F10.3) WOUT 051 
WRITE(6,1006) ( STVO(l) .laLJ.JJ) WOUT 052 
1006 FOR^ 'AT (lOH V 0»2X,6F10.3) WOUT 053 
WRITE(6.1007) ( STVUOd) .I=LJ.JJ) WOUT o54 
1007 FORMAT dOH VU 0«2X,6F10.3) WOUT o55 
WR1TE(6,1008)( STVZO(i),iaLj,JJ) WOUT o56 
1008 FORMAT (lOH VZ 0.2X.6F10.3) WOUT 057 
WHITE(6.1009)( STTSO(i).I=LJ.JJ) WOUT o58 
1009 FORMAT (lOH TS 0.2X,6F10.1) WOUT 059 
WRITE(6.1010)( STPSO(I).laLj.JJ) WOUT 060 
1010 FORMAT (lOH PS 0.2X.6F10.3) WOUT 061 
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lOH RG 0 
2001) (GAMd.K 
lOH GAMG 0 
.2002) (RwGd, 
lOH RwG 0 
.LE.3>G0 TO 1 
2001)( STwGO( 
lOH wG 0 
1013) (STOPl (I 
bX5HSTA 12X11 
1014)(STALFE( 

























lOH UENS 1 
1021)( STMK 
lOH M I 
102?)(ZwIINC( 
lOH Z«I INC 
1026)( CPS( 
lOH CP S 
2999)( CPl(K) 
OH CP 1. 
3000)(RV(2.K) 
lOH HG 1 
3001)(GAM(2.K 
lOH GAMG 1 
6.300?) (W/«G(2, 















2X.6F10.5.7X.11HT0TAL FLOw .FlO.5) 
.laLJ.JJ) 
STATOR E X I T / 4 X 6 H C I A M 1 2 X . 6 F 1 0 , 3 ) 
) . l a L J . J J ) 
2 X , b F l 0 . 3 ) 
) . l a L J . J J ) 
2 X , 6 F 1 0 . J ) 
) . l a L J . J J ) 
2 X , 6 F 1 0 , 3 ) 
) . l a L J . J J ) 
2 X , 6 F 1 0 . 3 ) 
) . l a L J . J J ) 
2 X , b F l 0 . 3 ) 
) . l a L J . J J ) 
2 X , b F 1 0 , l ) 
) . l a L J . J J ) 
2X,6f- 1 0 . 3 ) 
) . l a L J . J J ) 
2 X , 6 F 1 0 . 5 ) 
) . I = L J . J J ) 
2 X , 6 F 1 0 . 5 ) 
) . l a L j . J J ) 
2 > ' , 6 F 1 0 . 5 ) 
) . l a L J . J J ) 
2 x . b F l 0 . b ) 
l a L J . J J ) 
X ,6F 1(1.5) 
l a L J . J J ) 
2 X , 6 F 1 0 . 3 ) 
, l a L J . J J ) 
2 X , b F l 0 . 5 ) 
) . I = L j . J J ) 















































































IF(ISECT.LE.3)G0 TO 1 
WR1TE(6.3003)( STwGl( 






FORMAT d O H PTR lA 
WRITE(6,1029) (STTTRK 
FORMAT (lOH TTR lA 
WHITE(6.1030) (STBETl ( 
FORMAT (lOH BETA lA 
WRITE(6.1031) ( STRK 
FORMAT (lOH I ROTOR 
WRITE(6.1032)< STR1A( 
FORMAT (lOH R lA 
WRITE(6.1033)(STRU1A( 
FORMAT dOH RU lA 
WRITE(6.1034)(STMRIA( 
FORMAT (lOH MR lA 
WRITE(6.1035)( STU1A( 
FORMAT (lOH U lA 
WRITE (6.2035)(STPSIA 
FORMAT (lOH PS lA 
WRITE (6.2036)(bTTSlA 
FORMAT (lOH TS lA 
WRITE(6.3999)(CPlA(K) 
FORMATdOH CP lA,i 
WRITE(6,4000)(RV(3,K) 
FORMAT (lOH RG lA 
WRITE(6.4001)(GAM{3.K 
FORMAT (lOH GAMG lA 
WRITE (6.4002)(RwG(3.' 
FORMAT (lOH HWG lA 
IF(ISECT.LE.3)GU TO 1 
WRITE(6.4003)(STwGlA( 
FORMAT (lOH wG lA 
WRITE(6.1037)(ST0P2(I 
F 0 R M A T ( / 5 X 5 H S T A 22X10* 
IF(ISECT.LE.3)G0 TO 1 
WRITE (6.2037)(bTPTR2 
FORMAT (lOH PTR 2 
WRITE (6.2038)(STTTR2 
FORMAT (lOH TTR 2 
WRITE(6.1036)(STHET2( 
FORMAT dOH BETA 2 
looo 
l).I«LJ.JJ).SFLOl 
» 2 X , 6 F 1 0 , 5 , ? X » 1 1 H T C T A L FLOW ,FlO.5) 
.E,ICASE,ISrASE 
MI) .laLJ.Jj) 































i2X,bFl0.5,7X.llHT0TAL FLOw .FlO.5) 
.laLJ.JJ) 
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d O H 
d047) 














d O H 
.boon 







d O H 
d054) 
d O H 
d055) 
(lOH 
ISUnE TA ( J 








































































d ) .laLJ.JJ) 
•2X,bF10.3) 












• 2X.6F10.5,7X.llHTOTAL FLOw ,FlO.5) 
d ) .I=LJ.JJ) 
»2X,6Fl0.J) 
































































WOUT • 1*1 
»»»»«««» 
WOUT 1 143 
•»«»«««• 
WOUT ' 145 
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FORMAT (lOH VU 2At2X,6Fl0.3) 
WR1TE(6.1057)(STALF2(i).jaLj.JJ) 
FORMAT (lOH ALPHA 2A .2X,bF10.3) 
WRITE(6.1058)( STMF2A(I).laLJ.JJ) 
FORMAT (lOH MF 2A.2X,6F10,5) 
WRITE(6,1059)( STVZ2A(I),laLJ.JJ) 
FORMAT (lOH VZ 2A»2X,6F10,3) 
WRITE(6.1060)( STTS2A(I).I=LJ.JJ) 
FORMAT (lOH TS 2A.2X,6F10,1) 
WRITE(6. 1061 ) ( STPS2A(1).laLJ.JJ) 
FORMAT dOH PS 2A,2X,6F10.3) 
WRITE(6.1062)(STDEN2(1).I=LJ.JJ) 
FORMAT (lOH DENS 2A»2X,6F10.5) 
WRITE(6,1063)( STM2A(I),laLJ.JJ) 
FORMAT (lOH M 2A.2X,6F10.5) 
WRITE(6.b999)(CP2A(K).laLJ.JJ) 
FORMATdOH CP 2A,2X,6F10.5) 
WRITE(6.6000)(RV(5.K)fI«LJ.JJ) 
FORMAT dOH RG 2A »2X , 6F 1 0 . 3) 
WRITE(6.6001)(6AM(5.K),IaLJ,JJ) 
FORMAT dOH GAMG 2 A •2X ,6F 1 0 .5) 
WRITE (6.6002)(RwG(5.^).I*LJ.JJ) 
FORVAT dOH RwG 2A .2X ,6F 1 0 .5) 
1F(ISECT.LE.3)G0 TO 21000 
WRITE(6.6003)(STw62A(I>.laLj.JJ),SFL02A 
FORMAT doH wG 2A.2X,6F10.5,?X»11HT0TAL FLOW ,Fl0.5) 
IF(SRFLAG) WR1TE(6,20000) 
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Listing of Code (continued) 
SUBROUTINE PHIM(EXI.E|A.TR.PR) PHIM oOl 
CPHiM PHIM 002 
LOGICAL PHEWER,SRFLAG ••••••*• 
COMMON SRFLAG •••••••• 
IF(SRFLAG) wfllTE(6,10000) •••••••• 
10000 FORMAT(44H AN ENTRY HAS BEEN MADF IN SUBROUTINE PHIM ) •••••••• 
A a EXI-.5 PHIM 003 
B = -(EXi*d.-ETA)/2,) PHIM 004 
C = ETA/2, PHIM 005 
X a (-R -SaRT(H««2 -4.»A»C))/(2.»A) PHIM 006 
TR a ETA/(ETA-X) PHIM 007 
PR a TR««EXI PHIM 008 
IF(SRFLAG) WR1T£(6,20000) ••»••••• 
20000 FORMAT(45H AN EXIT HAS BEEN MAUE FROM SUBROUTINE PHIM ) •••••«•* 
RETLRN PHIM 009 
END PHIM olO 
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APPENDIX III 
CONTROL CARDS FOR WANL CDC-6600 COMPUTER 
A. Control Cards for FORTRAN Deck Setup 
J0B Card 












J0B , 10. 
AS77987. 
ASD1097, TURBIN, 120, 75000, 01. 









ENDJ(;2^B = 1.0 $ 
6/7/8/9 
The L0C card is required to initialize the core to zero before compilation and execution. 
I l l - l 
® Astronuclear Laboratory 
B. Control Cards for Binary Deck Setup 
J0B Card 
Account Number Card 
ID Card 
L0C Card 











ASD1097, TURBIN, 120, 7500, 01 . 
L 0 C , 75000. 
L 0 A D (INPUT) 
EXECUTE. 
7 / 8 / 9 
7 /8 /9 
Binary Cards 
7 / 8 / 9 
7 / 8 / 9 
Data Cards 
End-of-Fi le Card 
E N D J 0 B = 1.0 $ 
6 A / 8 / 9 
III-2 
